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ABSTRACT 
 

Additive manufacturing AM is an emerging technology that offers the ability to create parts without moulds, 

material wastage or labour. This offers a wide range of industries to rapidly produce both prototypes and 

end use products with extraordinary design freedom and a high level of customisation. The widely used AM 

methods are limited in the working materials which are most commonly high cost, heavy metals or low cost 

and performance plastics. Options for the AM of composite materials are limited, yet they are the material 

of choice for high performance applications.  

Modern composite materials are used to manufacture light-weight structures with high strength to weight 

ratios. The manufacture of composites is largely dependent on skilled labour, customised moulds and 

expensive tooling which are all manufacturing complexities that additive manufacturing eliminates. The 

additive manufacture of long fibre thermoset composites is an opportunity which is currently a topic of 

research at the University of Auckland. 

There are many industries which seek to benefit from long fibre 3d printing but the decision on the market 

entry point for such a technology is a multi-variant problem. Market research indicated that the prosthetics 

manufacturing industry to be a suitable market entry point. The manufacturing complexities associated with 

composite manufacture are exaggerated in this industry due to the need to meet the unique requirements 

of each patient and the New Zealand industry has expressed a strong desire to adopt new technology.  

The purpose of the project described in this thesis is to acquire knowledge about the requirements of 

prosthetic design and manufacture for the application of composite 3d printing. Interviews and work 

shadowing with the New Zealand Artificial Limb Service NZALS was conducted in order to understand 

the process behind manufacturing prosthetics. Laminate modelling and analysis followed by experimental 

validation showed the fibreglass laminates used by the NZALS to have an ultimate tensile stress between 

50MPa and 60MPa. The strength and stiffness of the NZALS socket laminates was used determined the 

target volume fraction for printing to be 30% carbon fibre.  

Finite element analysis was used to further investigate the performance requirements of prosthetic sockets 

by modelling their structural behaviour. Test methods prescribed by ISO 10328 were used to develop a 

modelling methodology to analyse the response of a socket under load and the performance of laminates 

used. The model was validated using experimental data with predicted strain within 20% of the 

experimentally measured strain in critical areas of the socket.  

This model can now be used as a tool to work with the NZALS to further refine their socket lamination 

methods. The mechanical properties of socket laminates can now be quantified and compared such that 

more informed decisions can be made to improve current socket lamination practice. This modelling 

procedure also enables new materials created with 3d printing to be evaluated against current material 

systems to provide prosthetists and amputees more confidence in emerging digital manufacturing methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Additive manufacturing or 3D printing is a manufacturing technology that presents opportunities across a range of 

markets to shorten supply chains, reduce lead times and to improve design freedom. It is an emerging technology 

which broadly describes numerous different manufacturing methods that all create a computer designed part by 

progressively adding a feedstock material. Some of these methods include hot melting thermoplastics in Fused 

Deposition Modelling (FDM), UV curing thermosets in a bath with Stereolithography (SLA) and Selective Laser 

Sintering (SLS) of metallic particles. These methods offer solutions to low volume manufacture because they do not 

require individual moulds to be created for each part, one machine can be dynamic in its production capability and 

offers design freedom and manufacturing flexibility.  

Additive manufacturing is a diverse technology and is developing rapidly on all fronts. However, techniques for the 

additive manufacturing of composite materials are not sufficient to be implemented in most applications where high 

performance composites are typically used. Some methods for chopped fibre printing and long fibre thermoplastics 

currently exists, but neither of these methods can or ever will reach the strength to weight ratios required in high 

performance industries.  

Traditionally made composite materials offer lightweight and strong solutions to industries with high performance 

requirements and have enabled the development of light-weight structures unparalleled in strength. Fibre reinforced 

plastics have some of the highest strength to weight ratios of materials used today and have enabled industries such 

as aerospace, automotive and sporting to push their products to higher levels of performance than previously 

possible. Whether it be breaking world records or travelling to Mars in the near future, composite materials have 

had and will continue to have a large effect on the trajectory of our species.  

The fundamental principle for manufacturing high performance composite parts is for fibres to be placed in the 

shape of the final part and oriented such that the fibre reinforcement is used efficiently. The fibres must then be 

infused with a matrix, cured and any post processing carried out. The traditional methods typically involve using 

unique part moulds with a wet hand lay-up or external application of consolidation pressure or vacuum. There is a 

considerable amount of variety in the current methodologies which can achieve very high performance results 

however, because of the complexities in the process the cost of manufacture can be very high especially for low 

volume production. This is a problem which the additive manufacture of long fibre thermoset composites has the 

potential to address.  

If it were possible to 3d print long fibre composites many difficulties facing composite manufacture would be solved 

in addition to improving design flexibility. Additive manufacture in this way would not require moulds unique 

tooling or expensive labour. In theory the opportunity of creating a long fibre 3d printer would provide a single 

automated platform capable of producing a wide variety of composite parts with high strength and functionality. 

This thesis and the research herein describes the development and application of such a technology. The 

fundamental method is predicated on a single fibre tow being infused with resin and extruded out of a deposition 

nozzle. The infused tow is then cured with UV light and a part is created tow-by-tow. This method does not make 

use of moulds to apply consolidation pressure it instead uses a pressurized fibre infusion chamber to force resin 

into the fibre reinforcement.  

This technology is different to other fibre printing methods in that it is fundamentally better suited to manufacturing 

the high performance composites used in industries such as aerospace. The theoretical ceiling of performance of 

long fibre composites is world leading, however, the technology in question is still in its infancy and requires a 

market entry point in order to fund and secure it development into the long term in order to be a world changing 

technology.  
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The search for finding a market entry point involved variety of research methods over a range of markets and 

industries. There is a wide range of industries already using composite materials that are also interested in increasing 

their uptake of 3d printing technologies which presents a diverse number of opportunities for this technology in 

the advanced materials market. The decision on which industry to develop this technology for was made on a 

technical basis while also meeting the requirement of being financially feasible. The engineering basis of judgement 

was driven by the fact that the material performance requirements are determined by the end user. From a technical 

perspective these requirements are, among others, material strength, stiffness and weight in addition to the 

probability of failure and consequence of failure. In light of these criterea it was decided that the prosthetics industry 

would be a good market entry point for this technology. This market has low barriers to entry, relatively low material 

and manufacturing performance requirements in addition to being receptive to new technology. 

The manufacturing methods currently used by prosthetists globally involves the manual creation of costly moulds, 

casts and lay-ups unique to every single patient. This process creates excess material because plaster moulds and 

fabrication materials must be destroyed. Moreover, in the case of a changing residual limb the entire process has to 

be repeated. The manufacturing and design of prosthetic sockets is a knowledge-driven art form that is labour and 

cost intensive. With just under 5000 amputees in New Zealand and 2 million in the US alone this places a significant 

strain on public and private insurance agencies with $12 billion spent per annum in the US (advancedamputees, 

2012).This has an even greater consequence in the developing world where only 5% of the 40 million amputees 

have access to prosthetic devices (LIMBS, 2016). 

Additive manufacturing offers the opportunity to automate production, reduce the cost of tooling and eliminate the 

need for moulds. This could significantly reduce the amount of money spent on meeting the health needs of 

populations in developed nations in addition to decentralising manufacture and reducing the skill requirements to 

provide prosthetics in the developing world.  

The manufacture of prosthetics in New Zealand is completely controlled by the New Zealand Artificial Limb Service 

(NZALS). The NZALS manages the clinical interaction with the patient, the prescription of a prosthesis as well as 

its manufacture. They also purchase, import and manage the inventory for all required materials. The NZALS mostly 

purchase off the shelf components from prosthetic suppliers to create a prosthesis, but manufacture the patient 

specific components in-house. The component made by the NZALS is the prosthetic socket, the interface between 

the residual limb of the patient and the rest of the prosthesis. Sockets made by the NZALS are typically made from 

fibreglass-polyester composites and suffer from the same manufacturing difficulties as the rest of the industries 

using composite materials. The problems with composite manufacture are even more prolific in making prosthetics 

due to the fact that every single part made is unique. Each patient requires a unique prosthesis and their requirements 

will change over time, especially for growing children. This places a huge demand on the NZALS’s manufacturing 

capabilities to be able to provide composite components with constantly changing performance criteria.  

Over the past few years in order to improve upon their current processes, the NZALS has been attempting to 

develop and adopt new technology with particular focus on the computer modelling and 3d printing space. They 

have made significant headway in computer modelling with the use of 3d scanning and modelling software being 

fully integrated as a viable option into their work flow. However, despite significant effort, after funding research 

into 3d printing the issues relating to all 3d printing technology in general still poses a barrier to the adoption of this 

technology. The material properties produced by plastic 3d printing are generally insufficient to be used in a weight 

bearing prosthesis and metal printing does usually consider a solution due to the prohibitively expensive costs and 

heavy materials. Long fibre printing poses a possible solution to the problems faced in the manufacture of 

prosthetics.  

There are still significant portions of work yet to be completed in order to create a fully functioning prosthetic 

socket manufacturing process using AM. The current barriers to in implementation of an end-to-end functional of 

AM process have been described recently as a lack of clinical interface for an AM system, uneconomic throughput 

and limited material strength (Shih, Chen, Jin, & Wensman, 2016). Considerable academic research has been done 
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in the area of prosthetics that would be relevant to the implementation of an additive manufacturing system. This 

includes prior work around soft tissue modelling and the load transfer mechanics between socket and stump. This 

modelling has been shown to be an effective tool for predicting the comfort of a particular socket and would be a 

valuable component in a socket printing supply chain (Colombo, Filippi, Rizzi, & Rotini, 2010).  

There is now a number of emerging companies developing 3d printing methods for manufacturing prosthetic limbs. 

Most of these companies use fused deposition modelling to create upper body limbs as the technology 

fundamentally struggles to meet the strength requirements of a load bearing lower limb prosthesis. There is one 

company which stands out from the others called Prosfit, this company 3d prints sockets using FDM technology 

with their proprietary fitting software. They have made inroads into creating a clinically functional AM system and 

are starting to create sockets commercially.  Prosfit claims that their 3d printed sockets meet ISO test standards for 

the strength of a prosthesis however even if their sockets are able to satisfy a regular patient, plastic material 

technology is limited and may not be able to satisfy the high performance requirements of active or heavy users. 

In order to implement a novel 3d printing method for prosthetic sockets it is necessary to have a quantitative 

relationship between patient weight and socket strength requirements. This will determine the composite AM 

methods such as fibre tow size, resin ratio, number of layers and their orientation. When these variables have been 

determined the socket model can be used to print a limb. Traditionally NZALS technicians use their subjective 

experience to modify the 3d stump model to create the positive mould with the desired fit. This process is followed 

by test fitting on the patient and subsequent iterative rectifications to fit the socket.  

The potential for this process to be replaced by a finite element simulation will be investigated. Socket fit modelling 

could provide quantitative feedback to the prosthetist for the necessary shape modifications to provide comfort to 

the patient. This approach also has the potential to reduce material wastage and require less patient interaction 

thereby, improving the service quality provided to amputees. Numerical modelling in combination with long fibre 

printing offers a less laborious and time consuming work flow for producing prosthetic sockets. This would enable 

valuable time and resources to be reallocated towards care, rehabilitation and service which is one of the motivations 

of this research.  

The aims of this research are to investigate the current manufacturing methods used by the NZALS to make 

prosthetic sockets, quantify the performance of the socket laminates currently produced and to analyse their 

performance requirements. In order to complete this research interaction with the NZALS and work shadowing 

has been necessary in order to understand the experience based methodology for making socket. Composite 

laminate analysis and physical testing were used to quantify the current socket laminate material properties which 

were then used with finite element modelling to analyse the structural behaviour of a prosthetic socket and to 

determine their performance requirements. The knowledge developed in this research of socket laminates was then 

compared to what can be achieved with long fibre printing and an assessment was made on the feasibility of 3d 

printing composite sockets.  
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2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

2.1. Prosthetic Limb Traditional Manufacturing Overview 
 

There are a number of globally operating companies that produce standard components for external prostheses. 

Examples such as Ottobock produce feet, knees and other mechanical components of artificial limbs. These 

components are standardised to classes of amputee weight and height. The prosthetic socket is the component 

which provides a coupling between the patient’s body and the rest of the prosthesis Figure 1. The production of 

prosthetic sockets is not a standardised process and must be customized for each amputee. Traditional socket 

production in New Zealand is similar to that of the rest of the world which is described below: 

1. Manual measurement of the stump where the prosthetist measures and marks the areas critical to the 

comfort of the patient such as injuries and bones where interface pressure needs to be relieved or tendons 

and soft tissue where pressure can be added.  

2. Creation of the negative plaster-cast directly on the patient’s stump using chalk and bandages. 

3. Production of positive mould by filling negative cast with liquid plaster Figure 1. Measurements taken from 

positive cast are compared with those taken on the patient, in order to verify the cast model accuracy and, 

to carry out manual adjustment of the plaster mould. Increasing or decreasing socket interface pressure can 

be done by adding or removing material from the plaster mould thereby changing the shape of the socket.  

4. Thermoforming of styrene or polyurethane liner on the plaster model to produce the check socket.  

5. Testing thermoplastic check socket on patient, socket can be heated and its shape changed based on patient 

comfort feedback. 

6. Creation of positive mould by filling check socket with plaster.  

7. Lamination of definitive socket with fibre reinforcement and polyester resin.  

8. Prosthetic limb assembled and tested on patient. (Colombo et al., 2010) 

Figure 2 is a process flow diagram of prosthetic socket design and manufacture using traditional methods. The 

basic structure of the process is to produce a check-socket and to verify its wear-ability on the patient. The 

check socket is modified according to the test and a new positive cast is created, from this the definitive socket 

is laminated. It can be seen that the overall process has a large number of steps requiring skilled labour and 

consumables which could be reduced with the use of additive manufacturing. All of the plaster moulds and 

check sockets must be destroyed along with the check socket after the final socket has been produced which 

is wasteful and costly.  

   

Figure 1, Trans-Tibial (Below knee) Prosthesis (Left)  taken from (SynergyRehabilitationCentre, 2017), Manual casting process (right) taken 
from (Chen, Jin, Wensman, & Shih, 2016) 
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Figure 2, Process Flow Diagram of Traditional Prosthetic Socket Manufacture 

2.2. Socket Manufacture Potential Using Modern Technology 
The research area of 3d printing prosthetics and 3d printing in general is rapidly changing. There has been a number 

of academic studies to assess the feasibility of a more modern method for manufacturing prosthetics based on the 

use of 3d scanning, modelling and printing (Colombo et al., 2010). This research has been creating the foundation 

from which the commercial applications are going to be built. Research by (Colombo et al., 2010) into a new design 

paradigm for the development of custom fit sockets shows great potential to integrate technology into a prosthetic 

manufacturing workflow. This process uses less consumable resources, creates less material wastage, requires less 

labour in addition to requiring less patient interactions, it reduces the ongoing cost of manufacture while 

simultaneously improving the patient experience. The process is described below: 

1) 3D Scan the geometry of the patient residual limb 

2) Create a 3D computer model of the patient’s limb 

3) Create a 3D model of the socket to be fit onto the patient. This can be done with more accuracy by placing 

topology markers on the patient’s limb to indicate the areas requiring specific geometry rectifications such as 

injuries bony prominences and load bearing tendons.  

4) Simulate socket stump interaction using finite element modelling software. Identify areas of high stress or load 

and use this to provide feedback on the fit of a socket.  

5) 3D Print a definitive socket using continuous fibre 3d printer. 

6) Assemble prosthesis and test on patient. 

 

Figure 3, Process Flow Diagram of Potential Prosthetic Socket Manufacture using New Technologies 
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In recent years the NZALS has made world leading development to their manufacturing process by integrating 

computer modelling and computer numerically controlled (CNC) machining technology. This process is available 

to their current technicians to use if their skill level and patient needs allow it. A 3d scanner is used to image the 

patient’s limb and the 3d model imported into the Orthotic and Prosthetic CAD/CAM software OMEGA 

(WillowWood, 2018). Within OMEGA the prosthetist can then make the necessary shape modifications to the 

socket as shown by the left image in Figure 4, with the blue areas indicating areas of pressure relief and the red areas 

pressure addition through interference fitting the socket.   

           

Figure 4, OMEGA Software and 3D Scanner 

The current process used by the NZALS after these steps is to use a CNC foam carver to cut a positive foam mould 

from this geometry. Blank foam blocks are purchased and placed into the CNC carver which then takes the STL 

file produced in the modelling software and generates a toolpath to create the final limb. Depending on the skill 

level of the prosthetist, a check socket will be thermoformed over the foam mould or the check socket step will be 

skipped entirely and the prosthetist will move straight to the final step of having the definitive socket laminated 

directly onto the foam. This removes the manual casting steps and for those technicians who prefer computer 

technology, can more precisely carry out their work to tailor a prosthesis to a patient while also data basing all of 

the work done which can be valuable for learning and accountability.  

The NZALS have funded one of their technicians to carry out research into improving the uptake of 3d printing in 

the prosthetic industry. This research looked into the current practice, use of technology, the room for technological 

expansion and timeframes for adoption (Seibicke, 2017). It was found that there was work to be done on improving 

the receptiveness of the workforce of the NZALS to new technology. Proper training tools need to be implemented 

in order give technicians the confidence and comfort to be able to learn how to use new technology. Ultimately the 

implementation of scanning, modelling and advance manufacturing systems are directed toward making their jobs 

easier and providing them with more time and resources to improve their service and patient satisfaction. However, 

effort must be put into enabling the workforce to use these tools to a high degree of accuracy with confidence.  

Despite the complications of using new technology, in 2016 the usage of digital scanning and manufacturing 

technology was increased 213% from the previous year (NZALS, 2016). Additionally, in 2017, 73% of all above 

knee and 40% of all below knee sockets were produced using the digital scanning and manufacturing technology 

(Seibicke, 2017). The NZALS should be commended for striving toward integrating these advanced manufacturing 

systems. 
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The research funded by the NZALS also took note of all possible options for 3d printing technology to be adopted. 

It was identified that traditional plastic printing would not produce sockets with the strength required to be used in 

a lower limb prosthesis, but could be viable for upper limb use. Current AM technology was also identified as a 

possible option for producing thermoplastic test sockets from a 3d scanned model. This would simplify the supply 

chain even further and improve the patient experience by reducing the need to involve the patient in any plaster 

modelling steps. The main barrier to adoption of 3d printing technology was the limited material strength of parts 

produced. 

 

2.3. Socket Laminate Literature 
 

Aside from the overall prosthetic manufacturing process this research project aims to investigate the theory 

underlying socket lamination methods used by prosthetists. Composite materials have been used in the prosthetics 

industry for approximately 50 years and their lamination theory has developed throughout this time. Today 

prosthetic technicians still largely rely on their experience when determining the appropriate laminate to be used in 

a socket for a given patient, but their knowledge is based on theory that has developed alongside the use of these 

materials.  

 

2.3.1. Practical Application of Laminate Theory  
 

Within the Prosthetics and Orthotics (P&O) industry there has been research and materials engineering to develop 

the use of composite materials and their practical application in prosthetics (Klasson, 1995). The level of theoretical 

knowledge is in the realm of basic beam theory, second moment of areas and how the laminating sequence and 

thickness affects extensional and bending properties. Knowledge also extends to the properties of different fibres 

how carbon and glass can be used together to create desired properties in different regions of a laminate.  

Despite there being an objective understanding of lamination theory and material mechanics there still remains a 

lack of consensus on how this knowledge should be applied to prosthetic socket lamination. Work has been done 

both internationally and by the NZALS to identify the areas where lamination theory could be applied more 

effectively in order to produced more cost effective and optimal socket laminates (Gerschutz, Haynes, Nixon, & 

Colvin, 2012) (Allen, 2016).   

Research has identified there to be a lot of variability in the strength and fit of sockets delivered to amputees and 

there appears to be three primary contributors to this variability: the range of materials used to make sockets, the 

range of technicians and the variability in techniques (Gerschutz et al., 2012) (Allen, 2010).  Suggested solutions to 

this problem have been identified by (Gerschutz et al., 2012) to be an industry-wide evaluation of the efficacy of 

various methods and materials which can be used to suggest industry wide best practices and to implement tighter 

process controls. The NZALS has already taken steps toward fulfilling these recommendations with research carried 

out internally by experienced prosthetic technicians.  
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An investigation into lamination lay-ups was carried out by the NZALS (Allen, 2010). This study compared the 

stiffness and weight properties of a range of socket laminates on a standardized mould. A basic set-up was used to 

compress the range of sockets in the hoop direction and their deformation was measured. The results of this study 

suggested that carbon laminate are typically stiffer, thinner, lighter and more expensive than glass laminates. 

Additionally, fibre reinforcing sleeves at 30⁰  were less efficient than the 0⁰ -90⁰  cloths for both carbon and glass. 

The study concludes by suggesting that glass cloth would be the most efficient fibre reinforcement material to be 

used in most sockets. There is room for variability in this supposition due to the variability in patient needs, but 

overall this has been taken to be usable information. This research has lead towards the development of a quality 

control manual. This document mostly prescribes the use of fibreglass cloth with the allowance of other materials 

and suggests base laminates appropriate for different patient loading categories (Allen, 2016). These actions taken 

by the NZALS in recent years are in alignment with the suggest approach to improving the socket production 

process in the literature and is a well-considered direction (Gerschutz et al., 2012). 

      

Figure 5, Test Laminate Sockets Made From Standard Mold (Left) Socket Stiffness Test Rig (Right) taken from (Allen, 2010) 

 

2.3.2. Theoretical Research into Socket Laminates 
 

The previous section described the practical research into socket laminates and output quality control, but further 

work exists that focusses on the theoretical properties of socket laminates with lab based test methods. This work 

can be divided further into the literature that investigates properties on a laminate level and those that investigate 

their properties on a socket structural level. 

Research has been carried out to investigate and improve the mechanical and fatigue characteristics of trans-tibial 

socket laminates (Phillips & Craelius, 2005). This research though varied in methodology is fairly conclusive and 

consistent. A comparative analysis purely studying the tensile properties of selected prosthetic socket laminates 

showed quite conclusively that laminates made with carbon cloth are easily the strongest when compared to 

fibreglass and perlon cloths. The laminates made from carbon fibre composites had an ultimate tensile strength 

(UTS) of 236-245MPa compared to that of glass which was 67-109MPa and perlon with a UTS of 18-24MPa 

(Phillips & Craelius, 2005). The extensional stiffness’s of the laminates were also analysed and found to be 20.6-

25.5GPa for carbon, 5-17.3GPa for glass and 1.8-5.1GPa for perlon. Additionally, carbon was the thinnest and 

lightest laminate albeit followed closely by glass, perlon was almost double that of carbon. This is consistent with 

other existing laminate research and moreover it is also in agreement with the practical research carried discussed in 

section 2.3.1.  

When these materials tests are carried out on laminates with a more realistic combination of lamina used in 

prosthetic sockets the same pattern can be observed. However, when combining different lamina, the difference in 

properties between materials is less pronounced due to an averaging effect. When carbon or glass lamina are 

combined with perlon lamina the difference between their UTS and extensional modulus is reduced. One project 

examined the tensile and fatigue stresses of prosthetic composite materials and found carbon laminates to still be 
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the strongest with a UTS 55-60.67MPa with glass laminates being 47-50MPa and pure perlon 24-39MPa 

(Muhammed, 2016). These figures are significantly different for the fibre reinforced laminates when compared to 

the aforementioned study because all laminates in the present study were combined with perlon. The huge reduction 

in failure stress can be related to the addition of the perlon lamina which will have an averaging effect on the tensile 

stress making the carbon appear weaker and less stiff than it actually is. Basic mechanics of material tells us that the 

stress in a body is the force across it divided by the cross sectional area. When lamina like perlon are added which 

cannot take load but add a lot of cross sectional area the UTS and therefore modulus will appear much lower, but 

may not be indicative of the actual load a laminate can carry. Stress is calculated as force per unit area so when 

polymer layers like perlon are added to the laminate, they increase the total area, but because they can carry little 

load in comparison to fibreglass they reduce the overall UTS of the laminate disproportionately. Ultimate Tensile 

Strength and Young’s modulus may not be the most representative metrics of performance for the laminates, we 

can however deduce the same relationship from this research and it remains to be meaningful albeit a bit misleading.  

In addition to examining the tensile properties of these laminate some research has been done to characterise the 

fatigue behaviour of prosthetic socket laminates. The fatigue properties of socket laminate using pure fibre 

reinforcement and fibres with perlon are somewhat inconsistent but allow for relatively indicative conclusion on 

laminate fatigue behaviour. A study was carried out where cyclic fatigue testing was done on pure carbon and glass 

laminates, S-N curves were regressed onto the data which was then plotted. The fatigue stress endurance limits for 

the carbon and glass laminates were found to be approximately 40MPa and 20MPa respectively (Al-Khazraji, 

Kadhim, & Ahmed, 2012).  The fatigue limits for perlon-carbon laminate and perlon-glass laminates were found to 

be 25-30MPa and 17-22MPa respectively (Muhammed, 2016).  Based on these two studies it seems that perlon 

reduces the fatigue strength of carbon fibre laminate only, however the larger trend remains that carbon laminates 

have a higher endurance limit than laminates made from glass.   

Overall the theoretical research confirms conclusions of the practical research and that which is well known within 

the composites manufacturing industry in general that, carbon fibre is a higher performing material than glass fibre 

but comes at a greater cost.  
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2.4. Socket Modelling Literature 
 

2.4.1. Qualitative Analysis 
 

As described in section 2.2, Computer Aided Design and Finite Element Modelling of the socket-stump interface 

have the potential to offer significant benefits to the prosthetic socket manufacturing process. The validity of this 

approach and its particular applications will be investigated as part of this research project. Step four in Figure 3, is 

described as Simulate socket stump interaction, it offers the opportunity of replacing the physical testing of the 

check socket on the limb of the patient with a finite element simulation. This reduces the requirement of interaction 

with the patient which during a time of trauma can be psychologically detrimental for the patient in addition to 

being time consuming and inconvenient. Modelling in this way also provides the prosthetist with quantitative 

information on the fit of a socket which they can reuse for learning and record keeping.  

Early research into applying finite element modelling methodology to prosthetics led to good practical results despite 

the limited computer power and unsophisticated modelling approaches and software (Iivarinen, Korhonen, & 

Jurvelin, 2014). Research was carried out into modelling the socket-limb stress interaction of an above knee amputee 

in 1987 using ANSYS. The modulus of soft tissue was measured using an Instron soft tissue indenter as well as 

using ultrasonic measurements. The stress strain data was gathered and modulus plotted. In the finite element model 

solid, elastic, eight node elements were used to represent the soft tissue which was assumed to be linear elastic, 

isotropic and homogenous which is a very simple material model for soft tissue by modern standards (Iivarinen et 

al., 2014). There were five regions with different material models the lateral, medial, anterior, and posterior quadrants 

of the proximal 60% and the distal end portion. The moduli of each area were fitted to experimental data. The bone 

position was measured using ultrasonic measurements and in the finite element model was represented as a rigid 

boundary which was found to have no measurable effect on the interface pressures.  

 

 

The model was loaded with an interface pressure loading function which represented the way a prosthetist would 

load the limb during casting. The deformed model with the load applied to it was used as an input to a computer 

controlled machining centre to create a positive mould for lamination. Using this process tow sockets were made 

for two different amputees. Both sockets required no modification before being used on the patients and one patient 

used their prosthesis every day for 6 months before losing weight and requiring a replacement limb. The second 

continued to use their prosthesis after the publication of the paper.  

Figure 6, Finite Element Mesh in early prosthetics research taken from (Krouskop, Mullenberg, Doughtery, & Winningham, 1987) 
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This method does work better for above-knee amputees because there exists a more simple biological topology 

above the knee (Seibicke, 2017). Below knee socket design is slightly more complicated in that load bearing areas 

and pressure reliefs must be designed into the socket and are less forgiving due to the number of bones so close to 

the surface of the skin such as the tibia/shin bone.  

This research is an example which provides some evidence to the effectiveness of using numerical modelling to 

produce quality sockets (Iivarinen et al., 2014). Finite element modelling was used to carry out shape rectifications 

to a socket and resulted in a ready mode socket to fit the patient. This provides validity to the effectiveness of these 

methods practically, but there still remains quantitative analysis to be investigated. 

 

2.4.2. Quantitative Analysis 
 

The early research into the effectiveness of using finite element modelling motivated continual research globally 

into improving the applicability of FEA into prosthetic socket fitting (M. Zhang & Mak, 1996). These models have 

been continually improving to capture more information about the physics of the socket-limb interface (Dickinson 

& Worsley, 2017). Publications on this topic have increased since the 1980’s and peaking in the early 2000’s. The 

research can be grouped into the following categories, residuum-prosthesis interface mechanics, residuum soft tissue 

internal mechanics, identification of residuum tissue characteristics and proposals for incorporating FEA into the 

prosthesis fitting process. The research most relevant to this thesis is the residuum-prosthesis interface mechanics 

or more specifically the limb-socket interface.  

Across the socket modelling research, a variety of methodologies have been used. These vary in loading conditions, 

boundary conditions, model geometry and material models employed. It has become increasingly more common to 

create 3d model geometry from 3d scanning or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data. This advanced modelling 

technology works well for research projects, but at the moment it is too expensive to be implemented into any 

supply chain involving daily use, though effort is being made to reduce these costs (Colombo et al., 2010).  It offers 

the ability to completely recreate the limb and bone positions of an amputee which can then be simulated. The 

complexity of material models varies from linear-elastic, isotropic homogenous soft tissue to visco/hyper-elastic 

models that are anisotropic and in-homogenous. It is well accepted that human tissue would be better approximated 

by the latter, however the use of linear elastic properties perform relatively well for predicting interface pressures 

(Goh, Lee, Toh, & Ooi, 2005).  

The research from which the images in Figure 7 is taken created an automated mesh generation algorithm that could 

be applied to any imported soft tissue geometry.  The model shown in the figure used 9477 10-noded tetrahedron 

elements with linear elastic, isotropic and homogenous material properties for all tissues. The internal bones were 

approximated to E = 15.5GPa and ν=0.33 the soft tissue as 105kPa and ν=0.4999 which is nearly incompressible. 

This was a static model that was solved for the positions in 25% and 50% of the gait cycle. Experimental validation 

was carried out using pressure transducers placed into a socket with a patient fitted and walking on it. The right 

graph in Figure 7 shows the results from the FEA and the experimental data to be very close with few differences 

in pressure. This research suggest the FEM can be quantitative proven to predict socket-limb interface pressures 

and that linear elastic properties may produce results that closely approximate practical experimentation.  
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Figure 7, Finite Element Mesh and Results Graph for Predicting the Interface Pressures Around the Socket taken from (Goh et al., 2005) 

 

There is variability in the quantitative success of these finite element modelling methods. One approach to modelling 

the socket-limb interface pressures with complicated material models was that used by (L. Zhang, Zhu, Shen, & 

Zheng, 2013). This study used non-linear material models to represent soft tissue. Abaqus was used with a hyper-

elastic Mooney-Rivlin model. Abaqus is a finite element modelling program which allows the user to simulate 

mechanical loading of one or more bodies in order to analyse stresses, forces and deformations (Dassault-Systemes, 

2013). This model uses a strain energy density function which is a linear combination of two invariants of the 

Cauchy-Green deformation tensor (Irgens, 2008). The form of the Mooney-Rivlin strain energy potential is 

expressed in Abaqus as (Dassault-Systemes, 2017a): 
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𝐷1 = 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 
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𝐽 = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 
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𝑘0 = 𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 

In Abaqus the value for D can be derived from the equation (Dickinson & Worsley, 2017). 

 

𝐷1 =
3(1 − 2𝜈)

2(𝐶10 + 𝐶01)(1 + 𝜈)
 

 

In the model created by Zhang et al. the parameters the for Mooney-Rivlin formulation were C10 = 85.5kPa, 

C01=21.38kPa and ν=0.459. A total of 16288 elements were mesh onto the soft tissue model. The bone and socket 

were modelled with the same linear elastic properties of E = 15GPa and ν=0.3. The model solved for the peak 

    [ 1 ] 

[ 2 ] 
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interface pressure at the distal end of the limb and was validated against experimental data. The FEA results 

suggested a maximum peak pressure of 80.57kPa while experimental data yielded pressures of 258.9kPa. This 

discrepancy was attributed by the author to the pressure sensors disturbing the mechanical condition at the interface 

and increased the concentrated force. Additional causes could be that of the material model not being representative 

of soft tissue, anisotropy and inhomogeneity were not considered in this model. Hyper-elastic materials experience 

a stress relaxation with time when loaded and in the case of a limb in a prosthetic socket tend to reduce peak stresses 

(Yanjun, Chuanqing, Jian, & Xiaohu, 2003). Stress relaxation could be another reason that the hyper-elastically 

modelled stresses appeared to be lower than experimental data. This research is an example of a highly complex 

material model which did not necessarily perform well in producing the predicted results and could be attributed to 

a number of causes which emphasises the necessity of understanding and validating any finite element model 

especially that which is as structurally complex and a socket-limb interface.  

 

   

Figure 8, FE Mesh of Residual Limb (left) and Longitudinal Shear Stress under Pre-stress conditions (right) taken from (L. Zhang et al., 2013) 
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2.5. Socket Structural Testing Literature 
 

Currently, there are no international test standards specified for testing the structural strength of prosthetic sockets. 

There does however, exist an ISO test standard (ISO 10328 Prosthetics – structural testing of lower-limb prostheses 

– Requirements and test methods) which is designated for the structural testing of lower limb components (ISO, 

2016). This standard was created in order to specify the strength of components being used to make prosthetic 

devices such as knee units, shanks, feet and adapters. These standard components are required to be designated load 

ratings and certifications before being distributed in the prosthetics market. The sockets however, are not subjected 

to such standards, their production quality is completely reliant on the proficiency of the technician.  

Prosthetic limbs are used by a wide variety of people in range of situations, so critical decision making by prosthetists 

and technicians is a good tool for provided a prosthesis well suited to a particular patient. This does however leave 

large room for errors and inconsistencies in the socket production process and some degree of standardisation 

would help to remedy this. One of the aims of this research project are to quantify the performance requirements 

of prosthetic limbs and structural modelling and testing is seen as necessary to do this. It seems reasonable to build 

the criteria of socket performance based on the other components that go on a prosthesis, thereby achieving the 

same or similar failure loads and safety factors throughout the entire prosthesis. So adaptation from ISO 10328 to 

enable the testing of sockets is investigated.  

Sockets have been tested according to this standard in the past with modifications to enable the test criteria and set-

up to include prosthetic sockets (Gerschutz et al., 2012) (Neo, Lee, & Goh, 2000) (Current, Kogler, & Barth, 1999).  

All of these research papers have taken the ISO standard test lay-out and maintained the same load line orientations 

and magnitudes, but included a prosthetic socket will a metallic loading member cast into the socket in the place of 

the limb. The studies listed used different filler materials as soft tissue simulants namely, plaster and polyurethane 

elastomer. The plaster would be effectively rigid and the polyurethane elastomer would exhibit rubber-like hyper-

elasticity more similar to that of soft tissue. 

Only one of the studies on structural socket testing did an explorative comparison between different socket 

laminates (Current et al., 1999). Their results show the failure load of sockets made from unidirectional (Doherty) 

carbon laminates being the highest at 3160N but also showing the lowest strain to failure at 2mm. The sockets made 

from carbon cloth achieved a failure load of 2218N at a deflection of 3.2mm and the fibreglass cloth laminates 

reached 1836N at a deformation of 2.2mm. Sockets made from carbon laminates used in this study were found to 

be approximately 12% stronger than ones made from fibreglass cloth. Making adaptations to ISO 10328 has been 

proven to be a valid method of measuring and comparing the strength properties of socket laminates of structural 

level.  

   

Figure 9, Socket Test Rigs Left taken from (Gerschutz et al., 2012) Right taken from (CURRENT et al., 1999) 
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2.6. Additive Manufacturing 
 

There are a number of manufacturing methods that fall under 

the broader term of 3d printing, but they all share commonality 

in that they use a feedstock material to progressively build a part. 

Fused Deposition Modelling – this is the most common and 

lowest cost for of 3d printing, see Figure 10. A thermoplastic 

feedstock filament is pushed into a hot end extruder. The hot 

melted filament creates a molten pool in the extruder and 

develops pressure which forces material out of the nozzle. The 

nozzle is located on a gantry which moves in X, Y and Z 

coordinate axes to build a part. STL files are created in slices 

meaning a part will be sliced in the XY plane and built layer upon 

layer. This layering inherently creates weakness in the part and 

reduces the directions in which printed parts can be loaded.  

 

Other popular me methods include Stereolithography (SLA) and Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) shown in Figure 

11. SLA printing using a resin bath with UV lasers on the underside of the bath to cure the resin onto a part holder 

which progressively pulls the part out of the resin bath as each layer is cured onto the last. The SLA method does 

not suffer from the directionality of print issues that FDM does. SLS used a metallic or plastic power bed and creates 

a part by melting adjacent particles together with a laser. The bed either moves downward or brushes more powder 

over the last layer in order to keep making the part. This method is the most expensive out of the ones discussed 

here.  

  

Figure 11, Sterelithography method (Left) taken from (Tested, 2016) Selective Laser Sintering (Right) (Nerdist, 2015) 

 

2.6.1. Long Fibre Printing Method 

The long fibre printing method being developed in the project Additive Manufacture of Composite Materials 

alongside this project is most similar to FDM printing. However, thermoset resin is infused with a fibre tow in a 

chamber and then extruded out of a nozzle. Ultraviolet light cures the fibre-resin mixture as it exits the tip of the 

nozzle and the extruder head moves on a gantry to progressively build a part. This is a tow-by-tow additive 

manufacturing method of composite material.   

Figure 10, Fused Deposition Modelling 3d Printing Method 
taken from (Nichols, 2016) 
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3. CHARACTERISATION OF PROPERTIES OF PROSTHETIC LIMBS 
 

Interviews and work shadowing with NZALS technicians was undertaken in order to understand their approach to 

socket laminate design the challenges they face and how they overcome them. One of the aims of this research 

project was to quantify the material properties of NZALS socket laminates but a practical understanding of laminate 

design was required in order to do so. Once the practical aspects of socket lamination were investigated the 

modelling and lab testing could be carried out with a good foundation of knowledge.  

3.1. Lamination Techniques 
 

3.1.1. Materials and set-up used by the NZALS 
 

After going through the process of modifying the shape of the socket based on the unique requirements of the 

patient, a mould is created for lamination. This is typically a solid plaster positive mould of the limb. The plaster is 

moulded with a cast steel rod inside of it, in the approximate position that the bone would be in. This rod connects 

to a floor stand to allow the mould to be worked on.  A bag made from polyvinyl acetate (PVA) is wetted and 

stretched over the plaster mould of the limb and tied-off on the cast pipe at the bottom.  

 The common materials used by the NZALS to laminate sockets can all be seen in Figure 12. 

 Dacron felt – fuzzy nylon felt used as first layer of any laminate and as a filler material. This enables the 

prosthetist to grind the internal face of the socket to make small fitting adjustments after lamination without 

significantly damaging the structural integrity of the socket.  

 Perlon Stocking – woven nylon stocking used to hold glass or carbon lamina onto the mold. Also provides 

spacing in the laminate to improve bending stiffness.  

 Glass or carbon cloth - woven cloth 0⁰ -90⁰ , typically ~200g/m2 used as most common form of fibre 

reinforcement. 

 Glass or carbon sleeve – Less common form of reinforcement, fibres typically layed-up at 30⁰  to 

longitudinal axis. 

 Unidirectional carbon tape – used in short lengths to increase local stiffness or through entire portions of 

the structure. 

 Foresee Epox-acryl – Vinyl ester resin with a part B Catalyst Benzyl-Peroxide. Contains styrene monomer 

of up to 60% by weight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12, 1 Dacron Felt, 2 Fibreglass Cloth, 3 Carbon Cloth, 4 Perlon Stockinette, 5 Fibreglass Sleeve, 6 Carbon Sleeve taken 
from (Ottobock, 2017) 
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3.1.2. Lamination process 
 

The lamination process undertaken by NZALS technicians include variation based on the technician and the specific 

patient, however there is always similarity in basic structure. The steps taken to laminate a socket are shown in 

Figure 13. Dacron felt is first laid on top of the mould with the PVA bag on it. Dacron is a thick layer an absorbs a 

lot of resin. A perlon stockinette is then stretch over and 3-4 glass layers are put on top of that. A common technique 

is then to twist the perlon stockinette and pull it back over the laminate. Small squares of glass cloth are cut and 

placed on top of the mould at the distal end of the socket. Addional perlon and another 3-4 layers of glass are placed 

on top. Another PVA bag is pulled over the mould and tied off at the bottom over the hole in the cast pipe such 

that a vacuum can be created though the centre of the pipe. Resin is poured into the open end of the bag at the top 

and the vacuum infuses the resin into the laminate. The top of the PVA bag is then tied off and the resin is worked 

into the laminate with a taught piece of string. Extra resin is squeezed out to the bottom of the bag and the resin is 

left for ~30mins to cure.  

 

Apply PVA Bag 

and Tie of bottom. 

Dacron Felt. First Layer of 

Perlon. 

First Layers of 

Glass. 

Perlon pulled over. 

Glass at Distal End. 

Additional Layers 

of Glass. 
Vacuum Bag and 

Pour in resin. 

Resin infusion. 

Figure 13, Lamination Process used by the NZALS to make a Trans-Tibial Prosthetic Socket 
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The entire outer surface of the socket is then sanded down. A socket anchor, which is the component that connects 

to the rests of the prosthesis is then placed on top of the socket in accordance with the clinical reference for the 

alignment of the prosthesis to suit the patients gate and stance. Small circles of glass cloth are then cut with a hole 

in the centre to fit over the anchor and allow the connecting components to still attach shown in Figure 14. A filler 

material is placed inside the anchor with silicone grease in the threads. perlon is then stretched over the socket again 

and a PVA bag on-top. Resin is then poured into the laminate and then infused and cured as in the previous steps. 

The plaster mould is then broken and the socket is removed. The edges of the socket are cut, trimmed and sanded 

and the socket is ready to be tested on the patient.     

 

   

Figure 14, Laminating a Socket Anchor onto a Trans-tibial Socket 

   

The process the NZALS technicians are currently using to manufacture prosthetic sockets has been arrived at 

though years of experience in the industry. There methods are efficient on time and resources. Bending stiffness 

achieved while using these laminates by increasing the thickness of a laminate thereby increasing its second 

moment of area. This seems to be an important laminate design target and is usually achieved by adding layers of 

dacron felt or perlon stockinette. The problem with these sorts of lamina is their capacity for resin absorption 

especially for the dacron layer. A possible alternative especially in the distal region where bending stiffness is most 

important could be to use a foam cap in the middle of the laminate to create more distance between the layers of 

glass thereby increasing the second moment of area and bending stiffness without a large pocket of resin. 

Another potential improvement to the process would be to change resin system used. The currently used system 

is typically Foresee Epox-acry resin. This is a two part vinylester resin with 60% styrene by weight, this gives it a 

strong odour and environmental health risk. Furthermore, this resin is specifically made for the prosthetics and 

orthotics industry which makes it very expensive. A number of low viscosity two part vinylester resins similar to 

the systems currently used could be a viable replacement for the NZALS. Quick cost calculations show they could 

save up to 90% of money spent on resin if they made an informed decision to move to another supplier.  

Overall the process used by NZALS technician to laminate socket is hard to criticize based on the deep 

knowledge base and practical approach to manufacturing. The processes currently used have been converged 

upon over a long period of time and have been proven to work through long term efficacy while remaining time 

and cost efficient. Better equipment and work spaces would be a great improvement in addition to health and 

safety awareness around chemicals and processing.   
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3.2. Socket Laminate Overview 
 

The lamination techniques currently used by the NZALS were investigated through the field research described in 

earlier sections. Though there is standardization of lamination techniques across the Artificial Limb Centres in New 

Zealand there remains considerable variation in the specific laminates used in a prosthetic socket. The variability in 

socket laminates can be attributed to the unique requirements of each patient and the subjective judgement of the 

technician.  

The weight and activity level of each patient determines the performance requirements of their prosthesis thereby 

affecting the laminates used by prosthetic technicians. The basic relationship between patient characteristics and 

socket performance requirements is that; heavier and more active patients require a stronger prosthesis which can 

be achieved by adding additional layers of fibre reinforcement. The typical materials used for fibre reinforcement 

are 0-90 glass cloth, 30⁰  glass fibre sleeve or unidirectional carbon. Carbon cloth and sleeve is also an option for 

technicians when making higher performance laminates, however glass is often preferred within the NZALS in 

order to minimise the cost of manufacture. 

Recent effort has been made within the NZALS to standardise laminates to provide current and new technicians 

with a baseline laminate reference for manufacturing sockets. Below is an example laminate taken from the Laminate 

Design and Manufacture training manual which would be suited for a patient between 40kgs and 75kgs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 15, Laminate Diagram of NZALS Standard Light Weight Trans-tibial Laminate 
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All variations of base socket laminates deviate from each other in the number of reinforcing layers of glass cloth 

used, shown in Table 1. In all socket laminates used by the NZALS, the region with the most layers of fibre 

reinforcement is in the distal end where the anchor point is laminated into the socket. It is the intuitive knowledge 

of NZALS prosthetists that the distal end is the region of the socket which experiences the highest stress levels 

during gait. The finite element socket modelling explained in subsequent sections of this thesis aims to validate this 

knowledge and further understand the sockets structural behaviour. 

The experienced based approach of prosthetic technicians for laminating a socket can be validated by an engineering 

understanding of the load transfer mechanics between the limb and socket. In a lower limb prosthesis, the weight 

of an amputee loads the socket through the residual limb. The static weight load of an amputee is also compounded 

with additional moments and acceleration forces during normal gait and impact loading. The majority of the weight 

load is transferred from the bone of the amputee and distributed through the soft tissue out to the limb socket 

interface boundary which can be seen in Figure 16.  

Location on 

Socket 
Material 

No. Layers 

Light 

Weight 

(40-75Kg) 

Mid-Range 

 

 (75-100kg) 

Heavy 

Duty 

(100kg+) 

All Dacron felt - - - 

All Perlon stocking - - - 

Distal section Glass cloth 2 2 3 

Proximal brim Glass cloth 3 4 4 

All Perlon stocking - - - 

Distal end Glass cloth 3 4 4 

All Perlon stocking - - - 

Distal section Glass cloth 1 2 3 

Proximal brim Glass cloth 2 4 4 

All Perlon stocking - - - 

Distal end Anchor point - - - 

Distal end Glass cloth 6 6 8 

All Perlon stocking 2 2 2 

Table 1, NZALS Standard Laminate Stacks 
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Sockets are typically design by prosthetists to transfer most of the weight load through the patella tendon. This is 

an area of the limb which is made up of relatively tough tissue with significantly less nerve endings than other more 

sensitive and damage prone areas of the limb. These patella tendon bearing sockets are designed to compress the 

tissue around the patella tendon even when in a relaxed state by creating an interference fit between the limb and 

socket. This compression fit results in higher normal stresses in the region of the socket interface as demonstrated 

in literature and also in subsequent chapters of this thesis (Lee, Zhang, Jia, & Cheung, 2004).  Similarly, even sockets 

designed to mate with the surface of the limb – total surface bearing sockets will also transfer the majority of normal 

forces between the socket and limb in the region of the patella tendon, around the knee. 

  

  

Figure 16, Simple Free Body Diagram of Trans-tibial Prosthetic Socket 
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3.3. Fibreglass Socket Laminate Destructive Testing 
 

3.3.1. NZALS Socket Laminate Constituent Material Investigation and Fibre Volume Fraction 

Testing  
In order to characterise and quantify the mechanical properties of the socket laminates used by the NZALS a series 

of destructive tests were carried out. The first of these test were aimed at finding the fibre to resin ratio of the 

sockets currently delivered to amputees. Two sockets were provided by the Auckland Limb Center which were 

considered to be indicative of common trans-tibial socket laminates.   

 

 

A Resin burn off (Ignition Loss) test in accordance with ASTM D2584 Standard Test Method for Ignition Loss of 

Cured Reinforced Resins was used to determine the fibre to resin ratio of samples taken from these two sockets 

(ASTM-International, 2011). A total of 14, 25x25mm, samples were taken from each socket in the configuration 

shown in Figure 17. The weight of each sample was recorded and the density measured in a water displacement test, 

the volume of each sample was then calculated based on these two measurements. Each sample was then placed 

inside a crucible at 500⁰ C for 30 minutes.  

The resulting condition of the test samples is shown in Figure 18 below, the resin, perlon and dacron combusted 

leaving only the glass fibre cloth. The number of layers of glass in each sample were counted and their weight 

measured. The volume of glass in each sample could then be calculated based on the density of E-glass as ρ=2.54 

g/cm3. The total fibre volume fraction of each socket (n=14) averaged was 15.0% (stddev = 0.028%) and 11.9% 

(stddev = 0.034%). 

 

 

Figure 17, Location of Ignition Loss Samples taken from test socket 

Figure 18, State of Ignition Loss Samples After Testing 
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As expected, there were more glass layers in the samples taken from the distal ends of the sockets (Table 1). Samples 

taken from position 7 (Figure 17)  in both sockets had an average of 8.75 layers of glass, while samples in position 

1 had 6 layers. The volume fractions of the samples taken from these lower positions were on average 6.6% and 

5.4% higher than the median fibre volume fraction in each socket of 14.4% and 11.0% respectively. 

  

Figure 19, Constituent Materials of Fibreglass Sockets 1 and 2, Calculated from Thickness Measurements and Densities 

 

3.3.2. Reproduction of NZALS Socket Laminates –methods  
It would be possible to calculate and predict the mechanical properties of the laminates used by the NZALS to 

make sockets, but it is necessary to validate these predictions with physical testing. The basic in-plane and out-of-

plane mechanical properties of socket laminates were measured using an Instron 5567. In order to conduct these 

tests a flat test plate was made using the same laminates currently used to make prosthetic sockets.  

With materials provided by the NZALS, a 500mmx200mm test sample lay-up was made on a glass surface. The 

Dacron felt and the glass cloth used are flat materials that were cut to size and placed into the laminate. The perlon 

stockinette is a product specifically design for use in the prosthetics industry and comes in a closed cylindrical roll. 

The Perlon was cut along its length and stretched out over the flat laminate using duct tape. In normal socket 

manufacture the Perlon sleeve would be stretched to fit over the mold and stretching the Perlon with tape was 

aimed at achieving the same effect. A peel ply was placed on top of the final laminate which was then covered with 

a flat vacuum bag. Butyl sealant (tacky) tape was used to seal the edges of the vacuum bag and the resin inlet tube.  
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A vacuum of 50mbar was applied to the bag to infuse the laminate with a polyester resin shown in the left image of 

Figure 21. The resin system used was Foresee Epox-acryl resin with 2% benzyl-peroxide hardener by weight. The 

resin infused well with the laminate, however the fast gel time and large plate size meant that not all of the test 

laminates were able to fully infuse with resin. This resin-poor section of the test plate was cut off in order to not 

affect the experimental results.  

 

Figure 21, Test Plate Laminate During Infusion (Left), After Infusion (Right) 

In order to check the quality of infusion of the plate, five 25x25mm samples were cut from the plate equi-spaced 

along the longest side – this would be the top of the right image in Figure 21 in the horizontal direction. The 

thickness of each sample was measure and recorded with an overall average of 2.52mm and maximum and minimum 

values of 2.6mm and 2.4mm respectively.  

  

Figure 20, Corner of Test plate Laminate Prior to Infusion 

Vacuum 

outlet 

Resin 

inlet  
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3.3.3. Comparison of Original Socket Laminate and Manufactured Test Sample Laminate 

Properties 
 

The images in Figure 22 show a comparison of the cross sections of a sample taken from the test plate and on of 

an actual socket under a microscope. The colour scheme of the laminate is consistent with the earlier figures. The 

exact laminate of the socket is not comprehensively known; however, resin burn off testing has clearly shown there 

to be 6 layers of glass cloth in this region. The number of layers made from combustible materials is technically 

indeterminable, but can logically be deduced with an understanding of the laminates used by the NZALS and a side 

by side comparison with the test plate built from a known laminate. Provided that the entire socket laminate has 

been correctly reconstructed, the thicknesses of each lamina are close enough to be satisfactory with a maximum 

difference of less than 8%. 

 

 

Based on the thicknesses of the above fibreglass cloth lamina and the areal weight of the cloth used, the fibre volume 

fraction of the glass lamina can be calculated to be 46%. 

 

3.3.4. Tensile Testing of Manufactured Laminate Plate 
 

Tensile testing was carried out in accordance with ASTM D3039 – Tensile Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite 

Materials (ASTM-International, 2017). A total of five 250x25mm tensile specimens were cut from the laminate and 

the thickness of each one measured. The average sample thickness was 2.5mm (stddev=0.05). Each specimen was 

placed into an Instron 5567 with the top and bottom 50mm clamped in the jaws of the Instron and had a gauge 

length of 150mm. A 30kN load cell was used to calculate the stresses in each test. The crosshead loading speed was 

2mm/min.  

As shown in the graph in Figure 23 the average failure load for these five samples was 6.78kN (stddev=0.12) and 

the resulting average failure stress was 108MPa (stddev=2.31) . All of the stress strain curves are approximately 

linear elastic with an average modulus of 6.7GPa (stddev=0.36). All failures in this test were characterised as lateral 

– meaning the breakage occurred roughly horizontally through the width of the samples. One breakage was in the 

centre of the gage length and the other four were at, or within 1 width from the Instron grips. All failures occurred 

at a mixture between the top and the bottom.  

Figure 22, Comparison of NZALS Fibreglass Laminate and Test Plate Cross-Section 
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3.3.5. Flexural Testing of Manufactured Laminate Plate 
 

A 3-point bending test was carried out in accordance with ASTM D7264 – Standard Test Method for Flexural 

Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite Materials (ASTM-International, 2015). A total of five 130x13mm flexural 

samples were cut from the laminate and the thickness each one measured. The average sample thickness was 2.3mm 

(stddev=0.09). A high support span to thickness ratio is recommended in the standard used. Shear deformations 

can significantly reduce the apparent modulus of laminates when they are tested at low support span to thickness 

ratios. The recommended support span to thickness ratio for most laminates is 32:1, this value can be modified 

depending on the ratio of the laminate’s ratio of compressive strength to out-of-plane shear strength. Simple 

calculations yield a ratio of tensile strength to out-of-plane shear strength for this 4 ply glass laminate to be between 

1 and 2, which means that the ratio of 32:1 and under would be acceptable. A Instron 4465 was used with a support 

span of 80mm and a crosshead speed of 1mm/min. 

Figure 24 shows that the average failure load for these five samples was 66.4N (stddev =4.74) and the resulting 

average failure stress was 119MPa (stddev =4.46). All of the stress strain curves are approximately linear elastic 

below 0.8% strain with an average modulus of 7.7GPa (stddev=0.42) in the strain range of 0.002 and 0.004. All 

failures in this test occurred by compression at the loading nose on the top of the sample. 

    

 

Figure 23, Glass Fibre Laminate Tensile Test Stress-Strain Plot, Samples 1-5, Average Failure Stress - 108MPa 

Figure 24, Three-Point-Bend Test Stress Strain Plot Samples 1-5, Average Failure Stress 119MPa (Left) Three-Point-Bend Test Samples 
After Testing (Right) 
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3.4. Socket Laminate Modelling and Analysis 
 

3.4.1. Simple Material Models using Classical Laminate Theory 
 

Helius composite is a software program made by Autodesk used for composite design which was used to develop 

material models of the laminates under investigation (Autodesk-Inc., 2018). It offers detailed information on 

composite material behaviour using classical laminate theory (CLT). In order to simulate the NZALS fibreglass 

socket laminates, new materials had to be defined in the program, which was done lamina by lamina.  

To make the dacron and perlon polyester lamina, an assumption was made that the material properties of dacron 

and perlon are similar enough to that of polyester plastic that they will not significantly affect the material properties 

of the resin. Two lamina were created with the material properties similar to that of polyester resin (E = 3.5GPa) 

and thicknesses as determined in section 3.3.3 of this report. 

The fibreglass lamina was created using the fabric builder feature within Helius composite. The fabric was defined 

as a 0-90 woven fabric made from E-glass cloth with the areal weight of 200g/m2  (Ottobock, 2017) and polyester 

resin with a fibre volume fraction of 46% and void fraction approximated as 5%.  

The initial elastic modulus of the fibreglass composites as calculated by Helius approximately follow simple Rule-

of-mixtures (ROM) calculations. This yields a modulus in the 1-1 and 2-2 directions of ~18GPa. Using this value 

to calculate the tensile modulus of the 4 ply fibreglass test laminate significantly over predicts the tensile stiffness. 

In order to align the predicted and measured laminate stiffness the modulus of the fibreglass lamina was modified 

in the lamina properties in Helius composite. The other lamina (perlon and dacron) practically had the same modulus 

as resin and in order to affect the overall modulus of the laminate their values would have to be change in to 

unrealistic values. The modulus of the glass fibre lamina that aligned with experimental results was 15.5GPa which 

is just over a 10% reduction from the predicted ROM values which is a realistic change for a manually laminated 

composite.  

 

 

Figure 25, Four-ply Glass Laminate Stack Created in Helius (Left) Ply Stack Plot (Right) 

 

The failure strength of the laminate as analysed in Helius composite were within 2% of the tested results (108MPa 

experimental and 110MPa calculated), with first ply failure occurring in the bottom most glass layer (ply 3) in the 

stack which had a calculated failure stress of 137MPa. The graph in Figure 27 shows the stress plot in the laminate 

when under the resultant failure load found in testing.  
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3.4.2. Material Models for Finite Element Analysis 
 

The finite element modelling software Abaqus CAE 6.13-1 was used to model the structures and materials relevant 

to this project (Dassault-Systemes, 2013). The lamina material models developed in Autodesk Helius were exported 

to Abaqus CAE. The first finite element analysis carried out was a tensile test in order to validate that the results 

produced using Classical Laminate Theory (CLT) in Helius Composite and Finite Element Analysis (FEA) in 

Abaqus were consistent. 

The tensile specimen was modelled from a 250x25mm 3d deformable planar shell. The body was partitioned 50mm 

from either end to enable the boundary condition of the Instron grips to be applied. The boundary condition at the 

bottom grip constrained the tensile tab in axis 2 and 3 defined in Figure 26. Axis 1 was not included in this 

displacement constraint to allow the part to deform in this axis in order to not create stress concentrations at the 

grip tabs as a result of deformations due to Poissons ratio. At one of the bottom corners an Encastre boundary 

condition was enforced (U1=U2=U3=0) to anchor the part.  

A reference point was defined at the top of the tensile sample and coupled to the rest of the top tab. This kinematic 

coupling enabled a point load to be defined which was able to act through the entire top tab. The magnitude of this 

load was defined to be the same as the failure load of the specimen during testing.  

The part was meshed with 1000, S4R 4-node conventional shell elements. The composite laminate was built using 

the composite lay-up material builder within Abaqus, in the same fashion as was done in Helius Composite. The 

mid-ply stress results are shown in Figure 27. 

 

  Figure 26, Longitudinal Stress Results for Four-Ply Glass Tensile Test 
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3.4.3. Comparison between Classical Laminate Theory and Finite Element Analysis Material 

Models 
 

The two programs using different solvers produce the same peak stresses which lead to first ply failure however, 

they represent the stresses differently thought the entire laminate. One possible reason for this is the nature of the 

solvers and how boundary conditions are enforced in each of them.  

Helius composite uses classical laminate theory and will solve for displacements in a single step by multiplying the 

load by the inverse of the laminate ABD matrices. This will calculate the strain field and ply stresses are calculated 

from there. This method does not enforce any boundary conditions on the laminate which can in theory freely 

deform as the load is applied. The B matrix is non-zero and pure axial load will cause un-resisted bending in the 

laminate.  

Abaqus however uses an iterative solver with enforced boundary conditions at the start and end of each step. So 

any asymmetric laminate behaviour will not displace the end tabs of the laminate because the boundary conditions 

representing the Instron grips do not allow out-of-plane movement of the specimen. This stops the laminate from 

deforming excessively from asymmetric stresses due to a non-zero B matrix which may explain the behaviour seen 

in Figure 27. 

 

 

Figure 27, Mid-Ply Stresses of Fibreglass Socket Laminate - Comparison Between Classical Laminate Theory and Finite Element Modelling 
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3.5. Socket Laminate Development for Additive Manufacture 
 

The method being developed for the additive manufacture of long fibre composites requires a unique approach to 

developing an understanding of the material properties of the parts capable of being produced. The first goals for 

this section of research were to develop requirements of carbon fibre manufacture that would be capable of 

producing prosthetic sockets. The initial approach was to determine a printing volume fraction and tow size that 

achieved micromechanically equivalent properties to the socket laminates currently used by the NZALS.  

 

3.5.1. Long Fibre Printing Overview and Fundamental Operating Theory for Laminate Design 
 

The long fibre printing method pulls a single carbon tow into a pressurized chamber containing liquid thermoset 

resin, the pressure drives fluid out of the chamber and though a nozzle, pushing the fibre out with it. The fibre is 

then deposited onto a build surface and cured with UV light to create a part. This is a tow-by-tow part creation 

method, and laminates are designed in consideration of this.  

During the early stages of this project which is the subject of this thesis and the project Additive Manufacture of 

Composite Materials it was necessary to determine the required fibre volume fraction and carbon fibre tow size in 

order to continue with the detailed design of the long fibre extruder. The modelling and quantification of the output 

of properties are based on a number of assumptions: the tow is completely infused with resin, the resin is sufficiently 

cured to form a complete bond with the fibre, the cross section of the output tows from the nozzle can be 

approximated to square in shape with square packing. Figure 28 shows the theoretical cross section of a single tow 

output from the long fibre printer. With all of these assumptions in mind, the length of each side of the square 

packed unit can be determine by equation [ 3 ].  

  

ℎ = √
𝜋 × 𝑁𝑓 × 𝑟𝑓

2

𝑉𝑓
 

 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 …    𝑉𝑓 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑒 

𝑁𝑓 = 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑤 

𝑟𝑓 = 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑒 

 

 

 

3.5.2. 3d Printed Socket Laminate Material Modelling 
As described in earlier sections the material properties of the fibreglass cloth laminates used by the NZALS were 

quantified and characterized using Helius composite. Development of the 3d printed laminate models was also 

initially done in Helius composite. This program proved to be a limited tool to be used for the estimation of volume 

fraction and tow size requirements for prosthetic sockets. Software modelling of these laminates was instead carried 

out on Matlab R2017a in order to create continuous plots of characteristic properties.  

 

Figure 28, Theoretical Cross Section 
of Single Tow Output 

[ 3 ] 
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3.5.2.1. Stiffness Modelling  

Output properties such in-plane and out-of-plane stiffness are dependent on the volume fraction of a composite 

material. When looking closely at the assumed theoretical cross section described in the previous page, it can be 

seen that based on equation [ 3 ] the output volume fraction and tow size will not just affect the strength and 

stiffness of the composite through varying the proportions of fibre and matrix in the composite. These output 

characteristics will have the additional effect of changing the geometry (h values) in two dimensions to affect the 

material properties. This has a particularly strong effect on the out-of-plane (bending) stiffness of the composite. 

Higher volume fraction lamina will have a higher modulus for the same thickness and can therefore be considered 

stiffer in-plane, but out-of-plane stiffness will increase as the thickness of the overall laminate increases which may 

or may not be related to the overall volume fraction. 

The variables considered most important for establishing equivalent stiffness properties were the laminate 

extensional and bending stiffness matrices. The values of A11 and D11 provide a simple metric of comparing the in-

plane and out-of-plane stiffness, particularly due to the fact that these values are not dimensionally dependant – 

they are an explicit description of the force required to actuate a given strain per unit length of a laminate cross 

section – this also applies to moments and curvature strains. Equation [ 4 ] shows the relationship between A11 and 

the relevant material parameters. The left term in the equation represents the geometric contribution of volume 

fraction and tow size to extensional stiffness and the term on the right represents the material contribution from 

Q11 - the first term in the laminate stiffness matrix.  

𝐴11 = [√𝑟𝑓
2 × 𝜋 ×

𝑁𝑓

𝑉𝑓
] × [

𝐸𝑓𝑉𝑓×𝐸𝑚𝑉𝑚

1−𝑉𝑚𝑉𝑓
] 

Where  𝐴11 = 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 

 𝑟𝑓 = 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑒 

 𝑁𝑓 = 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑤 

 𝑉𝑥 =  𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 

 𝐸𝑥 = 𝑌𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 

The laminates used in this model were a range of 0-90 stacks of unidirectional carbon. The use of only 0-90 laminates 

is a gross oversimplification of the potential of what the manufacturing technology could potentially achieve but it 

provides a reasonable approximation for the window of possible material properties. The above equation was solved 

over a range of volume fractions for 1k, 3k and 6k tows, below are the graphed results for 1k (left) and 3k tows 

(right). The dashed lines in blue represent 12, 6 and 3 layer fibreglass socket laminates and display the range of 

properties for these laminates. 

 

Figure 29, Plots of Axx vs Carbon Fibre Volume Fraction (Left) 1k Carbon Tow, (Right) 3k Carbon Tow 

[ 4 ] 
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The relationship between Axx and Vf is clearly non-linear, however after a sharp decrease in the 0-5% Vf range, each 

of the plots displays relatively linear behaviour between volume fractions of 10-40%. The plots of the extensional 

stiffness of 0-90 carbon laminates and the NZALS socket laminates shows that a carbon fibre volume fraction of a 

minimum of 10% and up to 30% would be required to match the in-plane stiffness properties of most of the socket 

laminates currently used.  

 

Similar calculations were done to find the bending stiffness, D11, of the 0-90 carbon laminates, shown in the equation 

[ 5 ] and the plots in Figure 30. 

 

𝐷11 = [√𝑟𝑓
2 × 𝜋 ×

𝑁𝑓

𝑉𝑓
]

3

× [
𝐸𝑓𝑉𝑓 × 𝐸𝑚𝑉𝑚

3 × (1 − 𝑉𝑚𝑉𝑓)
] 

 

 

Figure 30,Plots of Dxx vs Carbon Fibre Volume Fraction (Left) 1k Carbon Tow, (Right) 3k Carbon Tow 

 

The bending stiffness of the laminate has a third order inverse relationship with the thickness of each lamina so as 

volume fraction increases and the thickness of each lamina decreases, the bending stiffness reduces significantly. 

The steepest gradient occurs under 10% volume fraction and steadily declines at higher volume fractions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

[ 5 ] 
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3.5.2.2. Laminate Areal Weights and Thickness 

The areal weights of the carbon fibre laminates were calculated using equation [ 6 ] and also plotted against volume 

fraction alongside the NZALS fibreglass socket areal weights. The right graph in Figure 31, shows that as the ratio 

of fibre to resin increases the areal weight of the laminate decreases and trends towards the areal weight of pure 

carbon. The areal weight of the laminate steadily decreases as the proportion of carbon gets larger despite the density 

of carbon fibre almost being double that of the matrix. This occurs because of the large change in laminate thickness 

as show in the left graph in Figure 31.  

 

𝐴𝑤 = 𝑁𝑝𝑙𝑦𝑠 × (𝑉𝑐𝑓 × 𝜌𝑐𝑓 + (1 − 𝑉𝑐𝑓) × 𝜌𝑚) × [√𝑟𝑓
2 × 𝜋 ×

𝑁𝑓

𝑉𝑓

] 

 

 

Figure 31, Plots for Laminate Thickness (Left) and Laminate Areal Weight (Right) 3k tow 

 

3.5.2.3. Laminate Strength and Failure Stress Analysis 

Strength and failure stresses of materials are also relevant properties that must be considered in order to create an 

equivalent or better socket laminate which can be 3d printed. Given that laminate stiffness properties have been 

analysed in detail, and the goals for this portion of research were to determine the required fibre volume fraction 

and ideal tow size, the way laminate strength requirements were analysed was effected. The target volume fraction 

for printing is determined by achieving the minimum properties that will match current fibreglass socket laminates 

which is either dependent on strength or stiffness. This ensures the minimum requisite can at least be satisfied if 

not exceeded.  

Laminate strength was assessed using the laminate stress-strain and strength analysis within Helius composite. In 

order to pragmatically assess the strength of socket laminates the strongest fibreglass laminate was compared to the 

weakest yet still practical carbon laminate. This provides a quick solution to estimate which out of strength or 

stiffness will determine the target volume fraction. The two laminates used for comparison were the Distal End 

Laminate from the Heavy Duty NZALS socket with 12 layers of glass cloth and a Four-ply [0 90 0 90] Laminate 

made from a 1k carbon fibre tow with a fibre volume fraction of 10%. An axial load of 100000N/m was applied to 

each laminate, the mid-ply stresses are plotted in Figure 32. Both laminates exhibit asymmetric behaviour and 

develop maximum ply stresses of around 70MPa. A first ply failure analysis indicates the safety factor in the carbon 

laminate to be 3.97 and 1.6 for the Fibreglass laminate.  

[ 6 ] 
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Figure 32, Tensile Stress from Axial Load on Heaviest NZALS Socket Laminate and  Four-ply Carbon Laminate made from 1k Tow 

 

A laminate bending analysis was carried out in a similar manner to the axial loading. An axial moment of 100N.m/m 

was applied to each laminate and the mid-ply stress results plotted in Figure 33. A first ply failure analysis indicates 

the safety factor in the carbon laminate to be 3.69 and 1.68 for the fibreglass laminate. 

 

 

Figure 33,  Tensile Stress from Axial Moment on Heaviest NZALS Socket Laminate and Four-ply Carbon Laminate made from 1k Tow 

 

These two basic strength tests indicate that the factor of safety of the weakest carbon laminate that could be 

practically implemented is in the same order of magnitude as the strongest fibreglass socket laminate. This implies 

that the strength of carbon and its relation to tow size, volume fraction and stacking sequence should not be the 

determinate for the target volume fraction given that the laminate stiffness requires a much higher volume fraction 

from the 3d printer. Regardless, the strength prediction carried out here will not likely be an accurate representation 

of the strength of the final output of the printer because it is a multi-variant problem which is to be addressed after 

the detailed design of the final nozzle.  
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3.6. Results and Conclusion on 3D Printer Performance Targets 
 

The stiffness and strength properties of the fibreglass laminates commonly used in New Zealand to make 

prosthetic sockets have been quantified and validated. The stiffness and strength properties of these laminates 

have been compared to estimates of the properties of carbon fibre 3d printed socket laminates.  

It should be noted that this testing is limited for several reasons,  

 These tests assess properties on a laminate level not a structural level – mechanical behaviour could differ 

so analysis at each level will be important for obtaining meaningful conclusions. 

 The moduli and failure stresses of carbon laminates were taken to be that of a unidirectional lamina made 

using traditional methods – laying filament by filament will be very likely to reduce the performance of 

carbon laminates in addition to other unknown effects that might reduce their performance in the early 

stages of development.  

 Prediction of properties of composite laminates is a combination of art and science, these initial calculated 

estimates of properties of printed carbon fibre on which the initial 3d printer design targets are made are 

speculative at best. 

In order to draw conclusions on the minimum printed fibre volume fraction and tow sizes, it would be valuable to 

discriminate what laminate properties are the most meaningful to replicate. The exact ratio of in-plane and out-of-

plane properties that is required in socket laminate design had not been completely analysed at this stage in the 

project. Based on the literature and experience of the NZALS technicians, a reasonable working theory would be 

that bending stiffness and strength would be more important to the laminate located at the distal end of the socket 

where loading is high and second moment of area is low. It could also be the case that axial stiffness and strength 

will be more important in the distal and proximal portion of the socket where load is distributed through the soft 

tissue resulting in high normal pressure loads on the laminate causing in-plane membrane stress resultants.  

Looking back on Figure 29 and Figure 30 it seems reasonable to say that a carbon laminate of up to 30% volume 

fraction could be designed to match and exceed the performance of the glass fibre laminates currently used to make 

sockets. A three to four ply 3k carbon laminate would be capable of satisfying the upper bound of glass fibre 

laminate properties and a two to three ply laminate the lower bound. When aiming to match the out-of-plane 

stiffness of the glass laminates, the in-plane stiffness will far exceed what is required, but whether this is an issue 

remains unknown until the question of how the socket behaves as a structure is answered. A target printing volume 

fraction of 30% was determined to be reasonable until further structural analysis of the socket reveals more 

information on performance requirements.  

In term of tow size, this design was made on a practical basis. Assumptions were made to generalise the size of a 

socket and the length of tow required to print that socket. In doing this it was found that a socket made from a 1k 

tow would require approximately 1000m of filament where a 3k tow would only require 400m. Additionally, the 

benefits in printing resolution and part accuracy is not a particularly sought after feature for the application of 

manufacturing prosthetic sockets which are large cylindrical objects with no corners or detailed features. 

Furthermore, a 3k tow is more commercially available and can be obtained for a far lower cost making it a far better 

option all things considered. 
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3.7. Mechanical testing of long fibre printing output 
 

The initial design goals for long fibre 3d printing of prosthetic sockets were established as 30% carbon fibre volume 

fraction with a 3k tow. These values would enable a laminate to be designed that would, at least in theory, match or 

exceeded the stiffness and strength properties of the fibreglass sockets currently produced by the NZALS. The 

infusion-extrusion process of the long fibre printer was modelled and designed using these targets in the related 

project Additive Manufacture of Composite Materials (Kool, Bickerton, Battley, Zeniou 2018).  

As the printer became reliable at extruding and curing carbon tows, the output properties of the printer were tested. 

Throughout testing of the extrusion process is was discovered that a 3k tow was practically too small to be used on 

such an experimental rig. In order to extrude a 3k tow at 30% volume fraction it would require the outlet nozzle be 

less than 1mm in diameter which was difficult to machine and manage, given the timeframes and the need to iterate 

the parameters of testing a 6k tow was used which was able to extrude reliably at 30% volume fraction. Though 

different from the desired size, testing with this tow provides estimates into the state of infusion of the fibre and 

the proportion of the tow contributing to strength and stiffness.  Tensile test samples were prepared as per Figure 

34. 

 

Figure 34, 6k Carbon Fibre Tow Tensile Test Sample Preparation. 

Carbon fibre tows were extruded over a range of feed rates from the printer from 50 millimetres per minute up to 

300. Three samples were taken at each feed rate and cut to approximately 150mm length. A tensile tab holder was 

designed in Solidworks 2017 and 3d printed (Dassault-Systemes, 2017b). The holder had outer dimensions of 

20x8x30mm and a hole through the length such that the tow could be fed through. The tab was filled with 

Foresee Epox-acryl resin and cured, this was repeated twice for every sample Figure 35.  
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Figure 35, Carbon Fibre Tows Tensile Sample Preperation 

Before placement into the Instron loading machine, masking tape was placed on the ends of each sample and a 

black dot was draw onto it with permanent marker. This would enable the video extensometer to establish a 

reference point to measure and calculate the strain of the sample throughout loading as shown in Figure 36. 

 

 

Figure 36, Carbon Fibre Tow Tensile Test Sample Placed in Instron Loading Machine 
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Testing was carried out with a crosshead speed of 2mm/min. The ultimate tensile strength of these samples tended 

in increase with feed rate, which offers insight into the printer infusion modelling and design. The average ultimate 

tensile strength of the samples across all test parameters was 847MPa (stddev=235). For the complete data set refer 

to appendix. Figure 37 shows the stress strain curve for a specimen taken from the 300mm/min sample. Some 

breakages would occur early in the stress strain curve which was taken to be the ultimate tensile stress. The failure 

mode for almost all samples was brittle fracture and then slow fibre pull-out. This failure mode occurred because 

the resin was not completely infused in these samples so the resin infused fibre would fracture while the dry fibre 

on the inside of the tow would slowly pull out after failure. The highest average elastic modulus across the samples 

was found to be 58.1GPa (stddev=7.72).  

 

 

Figure 37, Example Stress-Strain Curve of Printed Carbon Fibre Tensile Sample 

 

Using Helius composite and classical laminate theory would predict a modulus of 65GPa and an ultimate tensile 

strength of 953MPa for a unidirectional carbon with a volume fraction of 30%. Composite strength predictions 

don’t typically work well and would tend to over-predict the properties of a normal composite lamina (Battley, 

2018). However, with the given calculation from CLT we can say the first tests from this print process achieved 

89% of the predicted modulus and 88% of the expected ultimate failure stress. 
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Helius composite was used to make a 4 ply laminate using the stacking sequence [0 90 0 90] with the theoretical and 

tested carbon lamina. The laminates made from the experimental lamina and predicted theoretical lamina were then 

compared to the heaviest socket laminate typically used by the NZALS and 3d printed polylactic acid PLA. The 

calculated tensile failure load of each of these materials is plotted in Figure 38. The graph shows the carbon laminates 

have a much higher failure load compared the that of the NZALS fibreglass laminate. The 3d printed PLA is by far 

the weakest which confirms the anecdotal evidence of 3d printing being too weak for making prosthetic limbs, or 

at least its limited applicability for it.  

 

 

Figure 38, Graph of Socket Laminate Tensile Failure Load 

 

The bar in green represents the carbon fibre output from the 3d printer. Despite being the first experimental tests 

for a novel manufacturing method the tensile strength properties of the printed samples still exceed that which is 

currently being produced by the NZALS. The properties that the printer can theoretically achieve far exceed that 

which is currently being used to manufacture prosthetic sockets. Fuurthermore, the  experimental carbon laminate 

is also thinner and lighter than the glass socket laminate as shown in Figure 39. 

 

 

Figure 39, Graph of Areal Weights of Socket Laminate Materials 
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The graph shown in Figure 40 shows a comparison between all of the relevant laminate and laminate properties. 

The values have all been normalised around the maximum value for that particular property and are represented on 

a scale from one to ten, with ten being the most desirable outcome. The optimal target properties would be to 

maximise the strength and stiffnesses while minimising thickness and areal weight.  

 

 

Figure 40, Spider Graph of Laminates and Laminate Properties 

 

The experimental carbon fibre laminate performs better than the fibreglass socket laminate in every metric, it is 

thinner, lighter, strong and stiffer in both bending and extension. Furthermore, the 0-90 laminate is far from 

optimal and the tow-by-tow 3d printing method offers a high degree of manufacturing control to enable high 

degree of laminate optimisation. This is promising evidence for the capability of this technology to manufacture 

sockets that exceed the performance of the fibreglass sockets commonly distributed by the NZALS. 
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4. DEVELOPMENT OF PROSTHETIC SOCKET FINITE ELEMENT 

MODELLING METHODOLOGY  
 

In order to develop a prosthetic socket finite element modelling methodology a variety of approaches were taken. 

The NZALS invested time into this project and prepared some .stl files to be used in modelling. These files were 

the outputs from the OMEGA modelling software which they are currently using (WillowWood, 2018). One of the 

socket files sent through is shown in Figure 41. The bottom half of the model is a recreation of the 3d scan and the 

top portion has been reconstituted in OMEGA to enable efficient CNC carving and allow the resulting foam mold 

to have a flat base. There were two files taken from the same patient sent through, one which was a 3d scan of the 

unloaded limb and the other file was the shape modified socket ready to be laminated. The shape modified socket 

had an interference fit on the limb with extra interference around the patella tendon. The socket geometry was also 

extended around 5mm past the distal end of the limb.  

 

 

Figure 41, 3d Scanned Residual Limb .STL File in Solidworks 2017 
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4.1. Preparation of Model for Analysis 
 

The STL file format is an abbreviation for ‘Standard Tessellation Language’. This is a CAD model file format used 

for 3d printing. An STL file describes a collection of triangular surfaces by specifying the three-dimensional 

coordinates of the three vertices along with a normal vector. The image in Figure 42, shows the layout of each facet 

of an STL file. Each vertex 1,2 and 3 will each have 3 pieces of information representing their x,y and z positions.  

The normal vector will also have 3 pieces of information associated with it to describe its vector magnitude in each 

direction. This type of file lends itself for 3d printing because a slicing program can cut a plane through the model 

and search for the points where intersection with the edge of each triangle occurs. This type of file poses an issue 

for finite element modelling because the model geometry is made from a mesh which is difficult to change. This 

native mesh also has no thickness properties so steps must be taken to modify the geometry in order to make it 

suitable for meshing in finite element modelling software.  

 

 

Figure 42, STL File Triangular Mesh taken from (Fabbers, 2018) 

 

4.1.1. Preparing .STL Files 

It is quite common for the STL files created from 3d scans to contain modelling errors. For residual limb scans 

these errors tend to reside at the distal end where a number of triangulated surfaces converge as shown in Figure 

43. In order to fix these areas and any others of a similar type the Scan to 3D module within Solidworks was used 

(Dassault-Systemes, 2017b). This add-in enables the user to delete erroneous data within point mesh and point 

cloud files. It was used to take the inconsistent triangles at the distal end of the scan in the left image of Figure 43 

which was then replaced with a functional mesh as shown on the right.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 43, STL File convergence error (Left), Fixed STL Model (Right) 
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It was necessary for this analysis to have two models created from these STL files, one solid body representing the 

limb and another surface body to represent the socket. The limb would be meshed with solid elements and the 

socket with composite shell elements. The socket model was created by importing the shape modified geometry 

into Solidworks as a Mesh Cloud file. Then the STL triangles above the trimline of the socket were deleted, this was 

a fairly straightforward process however requires selecting a large number of elements. Deleting the individual 

triangles created a rough triangulated edge which was then interpolated over and smoothed into a continuous edge 

using the Scan to 3d Mesh module.  

In order to create the model of the limb and finalise the socket model, Blender 2.78 was used (Blender-Foundation, 

2018). Blender is a free and open-source 3d modelling suite typically used for game making and artistic work. It 

processes STL files exponentially faster than Solidworks and has far more functionality for dealing with such files. 

The STL files provided by the NZALS each had more than 80,000 facets which often overloaded Solidworks.  

The sculpting tools within blender were used to shape the limb model to be more representative of a human limb, 

by removing the large flare in the upper portion. The mesh size was also reduced from 80,000 to approximately 

8,000 facets. The edges of the socket were also tweaked to ensure no obvious stress singularities would be seen in 

the finite element model from sharp edges or geometric irregularities. 

 

   

Figure 44, Residual Limb STL File Pre-Blender (Left) and Post-Blender (Right) 

 

An assembly was then made within Solidworks which mated the socket and limb files based on each of their 

reference planes.  
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A bone model was then found online and brought into the model. Initially bones taken from MRI scan data were 

used to ensure to model was as realistic as possible. This however produced STL files that were too complicated 

and full or facet closure and overlap issues. Furthermore, taking a specific model of a bone into a specific model of 

a residual limb is not necessarily going to provide a simulation with more realistic results. It would perhaps be useful 

to take limb and bone models from the same person as done by (Colombo et al., 2010), but to take a limb model 

and bone model from two different people would not necessarily be worth the effort considering a generalised bone 

model would be approximately as different to the MRI model and much easier to deal with. For this reason a bone 

model was taken from the online CAD database GrabCAD Community (Yelbey, 2017). The model was a STEP file 

of an entire skeleton, most of the model was removed with the only remainder being portions of the Femur, Tibia, 

Fibula and Patella.  

The bone model was then imported into the limb and socket assembly. It was mated based on its three reference 

planes, then rescaled and positioned such that it was in a generally correct position within the limb. The distance of 

the patella tendon and femoral condyles were the main reference for the position of the bone. The purpose of this 

CAD model is to be able to create a FEA model to investigate the socket laminate stresses which can then be 

validated against experimental data. The specific positioning of the bone had a minor effect on the socket laminate 

stresses. The bone was then used to create a cavity in the limb geometry which subtracts the material in the limb 

which interferes with the bone. This assembly was then saved as a parasolid, ready to be imported into Abaqus 

CAE.  

 

 

    

Figure 45, CAD Model of Bones (Left), CAD Model of Bones in Limb (Right) 
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4.1.2. Socket Modelling Theory 
 

The aims of this socket model was to develop the STL file preparation process, assess the functionality of different 

material models and investigate methods of modelling the interface between the soft tissue and the socket.  

In order to create this model and have some degree of confidence in the methodology used, another similar research 

model was used for reference. The reference paper was investigating the load transfer mechanics between the trans-

tibial socket and limb (Lee et al., 2004). This research used the free body diagram FBD of the limb of an 81kg 

amputee to assess the forces occurring in the socket and limb, shown in Figure 46. The loads occurring at point O 

were calculated over the entire range of gait, but the static model was solved at increments through the gait cycle.  

 

  

Figure 46, Free Body Diagram Used to Assess Forces in Trans-Tibial Limb 

 

The geometry used in this model was based on MRI scan data of a trans-tibial amputee’s limb and bone. The limb 

was meshed with 3-D four-node tetrahedral elements and the whole model consisted of 2,301 elements. All materials 

were assumed to be isotropic, homogenous and linearly elastic. The Young’s modulus was 200kPa for soft tissue, 

10GPa for bones and 380kPa for the prosthetic liner. The Poisson’s ratio was assumed to be 0.49 for soft tissue, 

0.3 for bones and 0.39 for the liner. 

A surface-to-surface contact was used in the model to simulate the friction/slip contact conditions between the 

residual limb and the prosthesis and also to enable the pre-stress conditions to be developed during the fitting 

process. In this analysis the liner was taken to be in the final shape of the socket and no socket geometry was 

included. The socket is designed to have an interference with the limb and this fit was resolved in the first step of 

the analysis by bringing the nodes of the limb inside of the liner which generated the pre-stresses between the 

contact surfaces on the limb and liner.  

In the second step the outer surface of the liner was held rigid and the bone loaded using loads derived from the 

FBD in Figure 46. This model formed most the theory behind the model developed as a part of this thesis as it 

offers information on the socket modelling process and early validation to its effectiveness.  
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4.1.3. Meshing the Geometry 
 

The Parasolid assembly was saved in Solidworks and then imported into Abaqus 6.13. Though the all of the models 

were taken out to the STL file format and into solids and surfaces the STL facets still remained and created discrete 

surfaces on the models. Within the mesh module of Abaqus the Virtual Topology feature was used in order to 

merge the remaining STL surfaces into one continuous surface as shown in Figure 47. The bodies with smooth 

surfaces could then be meshed and that mesh could also be iterated and tested.  

     

 

The socket was meshed with 6517 S3 elements which are three node triangular general purpose shell elements. The 

limb model was meshed with 16746 C3D4 elements which are four note linear tetrahedrons. In order to mesh the 

socket liner which was to be 3mm thick, the offset mesh tool was used. This creates a solid mesh by offsetting the 

elements on a surface while sharing the base nodes. This is an efficient way of creating two materials that are in 

effect bonded to each other without using an additional interface or boundary that uses a dissimilar mesh Figure 48. 

The bone model was not meshed or included in the analysis. 

   

Figure 48, Limb and Liner Meshes 

Figure 47, Virtual Topology Applied to Socket Parasolid Model Within Abaqus CAE 
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4.2. Finite Element Analysis of Patella Tendon Bearing Prosthetic Socket 
 

4.2.1. Material Properties and Interaction of Bodies 
 

The bone was not included in the analysis, despite it being included in the 

reference study described in section 4.1.2. The model was omitted because 

the stresses developed in the deep tissue were not of particular interest to 

this research and this would save an additional 8,000 elements for the solver. 

The effect on the results in and the additional modelling complexity did not 

justify including the bone in the model, it was instead replaced by creating a 

reference point at the centre of the knee joint which was point O in Figure 

46. This reference point served as the control node for a kinematic coupling 

to the inner surface of the limb which would be making contact with the 

bone. This coupling constrained every degree of freedom (DOF) of the 

nodes on the inner limb surfaces to the control point effectively making the 

bone rigid but able to move as a whole.  

 

 

There was another interaction between the inner surface of the socket and the outer surface of the liner. The inner 

surface of the socket was defined as the master surface and the limb the slave. The solver used a surface-to-surface 

contact discretization method. This method was chosen as opposed to a node-to-surface discretisation method 

because it has an averaging effect over the entire surface. A node-to-surface contact calculates the position of the 

nodes on the slave surface and interpolates between nodes on the master surface, if the position of the nodes on 

the slave surface penetrate the ones on the master surface the contact will be enforced. The surface-to-surface 

contact condition averages the effect of node penetration by interpolating a surface between the slave nodes in 

addition to on the master surface. In effect, a surface to surface contact is a two-way contact because it checks the 

penetration of nodes on both surfaces where a node to surface contact is only one way. In the prosthetic socket-

limb interface a surface-to-surface contact produced more consistent result and smoother surfaces after solving with 

little to no node penetration. This contact was given the normal behaviour of a hard contact and the tangential 

behaviour of a penalty friction coefficient of 0.5 (Lee et al., 2004). 

The material properties assigned to the soft tissue and liner were the same as in the focus study which was 

E=200kPa for soft tissue and 380kPa for the liner with the Poisson’s ratios of 0.49 and 0.39 respectively. In this 

version of the analysis the socket was modelled as a fibreglass laminate with an isotropic modulus of 15.5GPa 

which was the same as the fibreglass lamina found in chapter 3 of this thesis. The shell elements in the socket 

were given a material thickness of 3mm. This would over predict the stiffness of the NZALS socket, but the 

socket model used  by (Lee et al., 2004) was completely rigid so this stiffer laminate would still provide a valid 

comparison to the reference study. 

  

Figure 49, Kinematic Coupling Between 
Control Point and  Inner Limb Surfaces 
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4.2.2. Multi-Stage Solver 
 

Due to the nature of the problem there were several steps required to for this solver to complete efficiently. There 

are two bodies with very irregular geometry a large contact area, interference fit and external loading which all 

combine to create a very unstable solution.  

The first general analysis step is called Preconditioning. In this step the surface-to-surface interaction between the 

inner surface of the socket and the outer surface of the limb is initialised and the interference fit is solved. The 

process taken by the solver is to gradually remove the overclosure between the master and slave surfaces throughout 

the step. This shrink fit also adds stress to both bodies involved until force equilibrium is reached between the 

surfaces. In order to make this solution converge more reliably a displacement boundary condition was placed on 

the inner bone surface in the Z and Y directions which restricts the transverse and vertical movement of the limb 

within the socket. The limb was still free to move forwards and backwards while the outer surface of the socket was 

completely restricted from moving in all DOF’s. These boundary conditions in a preconditioning step created a 

very stable solution. The analysis would not solve otherwise.  

The second general analysis step was the fitting step where the BC on the internal bone was released and the internal 

state of the limb was enabled to reach a state of stress equilibrium while inside the socket.  In the third step the rigid 

boundary condition remained on the outer surface of the socket and a load and moment was applied to the reference 

point on the bone. These loads was the same magnitude and direction as those found at 20% gait cycle in (Lee et 

al., 2004) which was 900N Vertically in the Z-axis, 150N forward horizontally in the X-axis and a 25N.m moment 

in the Y-axis.  In the final step of the analysis the rigid boundary condition on the outer wall of the socket was 

released and replaced with another rigid boundary condition only on the distal end of the socket in the place of the 

adapter.  

   

Figure 50, Initial Step of Analysis (Left) End of Preconditioning Step (Right) 

In Figure 50 the first step of the analysis and the end of the preconditioning step are shown. The model of the limb 

envelopes the socket model in the image on the left and the image on the right shows the limb inside the socket 

with the interference fit resolved. 
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The images below in Figure 51 show the end of the load step on the left and after the socket release step on the 

right. It can be seen that the stress values in the limb around the trim line of the socket are greatly increased when 

compared to the previous step in Figure 50. The socket carried no stress through it until the final step where the 

rigid boundary condition is released.  

 

   

Figure 51, End of Load Step (Left) End of Socket Release Step (Right) 
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4.3. Results and Conclusions 
 

The results of interest in this model were the interface stresses between the socket and the limb because they can 

be compared the results of the study by (Lee et al., 2004). The results are shown in Figure 52 with the Abaqus model 

made for this thesis on the left and the study by Lee on the right.  

The results for interface stress are in the same order of magnitude which is promising, though no experimental 

validation has been carried out on either of these model so we cannot be completely confident in their results. These 

results are however in the region of related studies in this field (Dickinson & Worsley, 2017). The peak magnitude 

in the different regions do vary and these variations can likely be accounted for in the different geometries in each 

analysis. The results of the socket modelling methodology provided enough confidence in the methodology used to 

proceed with new model which could be experimentally validated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

LT: 140 kPa 

Anterior View 

PT: 300 kPa 

MT: 260 kPa 

Figure 52, Anterior View of Prosthetic Socket-limb Interface Stress Analysis Patella Tendon – PT, Lateral Tibia –LT, Medial Tibia - MT 
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5. CURRENT PERFORMANCE AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

OF PROSTHETIC SOCKETS 
 

Basic socket finite element modelling has been carried out but, in order to be capable of making conclusions on the 

strength properties of sockets made by the NZALS a more thorough finite element analysis with experimental 

validation is required. In order to establish a test method standard for prosthetic sockets the modelling methods 

discussed in section 2.4 and the structural testing in section 2.5 were implemented. This was specifically to develop 

a finite element model using non-linear material properties for soft tissue and an accurately represented socket 

laminate in order to have a more realistic approximation of the physics of a human limb in a prosthetic socket. This 

model was created and validated according to the test methods described in ISO 10328. 

 

5.1. Test Methodology – ISO 10328 
The test methodology outlined in ISO 10328 is directed towards validating the strength of components used in 

lower limb prostheses in order to ensure the quality of parts being manufactured for use on patients. The test 

method includes standard test methods for carrying out static and cyclic test on all components. The test method 

has established a proof, ultimate and fatigue strength which all prosthetic components must be complicit with.  

The test loading conditions are relatively open for the test design engineer to take and purpose for their needs. The 

loading conditions are specified based on the recipient of the components weight, as defined by the so-called ‘P’ 

level in the standard. The loading levels investigated in this thesis were taken to be the middle of all of these load 

levels which was P4 for which the load levels were determine from the locomotion data of amputees below 80kgs. 

For this loading condition the settling, proof and ultimate test forces would be 944N, 2065N and 3098N 

respectively. In order to claim compliance with this standard the prosthetic device must sustain the proof and 

ultimate test loading and remain usable after proof loading, the device is still deemed compliant with the standard 

if it is rendered unusable after sustaining the ultimate load. 

The direction through which the load should act is determined by the vector Ft as shown in Figure 53. The subscripts 

in each of the notations T, K, A and B represent the Top, Knee, Ankle and Bottom reference planes and o and f 

on each of these planes determines the location of point P where the load line intersects the plane.  

 

Figure 53, Test Loading Conditions Representative of Forefoot Loading taken from (ISO, 2016) 
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5.2. Test Rig Design and Implementation 
 

A transtibial socket was laminated and prepared for use in this research by the NZALS. The socket was made with 

a laminate that would be used for a patient of approximately 75kg, which meant load levels P4 could be used. An 

STL file was also provided alongside the physical laminated socket. This allowed the creation of both an FEA model 

and physical test rig to carry out experimental validation.  

5.2.1. Design of Socket Test Rig 
 

The STL files were prepared in the same manner as described in section 4.1. In order to be able to load the socket 

correctly, mounting plates at the top and bottom of the socket were used. To transfer load from the mounting plate 

to the bone inside of the limb a stainless steel 200mm long ¾ inch British Standard Pipe was used. This pipe was 

threaded into a stainless steel flange which then bolted into the top loading plate. Solidworks was used to model the 

test rig as shown in Figure 54 with the dotted blue line in the left image representing the load line as per ISO 10328, 

load level P4, load condition II. At the intersection of the load line and the top surface of the top plate a hole was 

made for the loading fixture. A new assembly was created and the load line in the previous assembly was oriented 

such that it was vertical making it possible to be loading in an Instron load test machine. The socket adapter was 

also modelled to be in the centre of the socket at the distal end.  The geometry used for the adapter was simplified 

to not include the prongs of the adapter and to just be a small cylindrical connection. It was not considered that the 

strains in this area of the socket could be predicted accurately regardless, so this was an acceptable simplification. 

This assembly was then saved as a Parasolid file to be ready to be imported into Abaqus FEA software.  

 

  

Figure 54, Test Rig Layout In Solidworks 
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5.2.2. Fabrication of Socket Test Rig 
 

In order to make a real representation of the bone in the test rig, FDM 3d printing was used. FDM printing is 

inherently anisotropic and material properties are somewhat difficult to categorise precisely. Therefore, the model 

of the bone was printed as a shell structure with an open top surface such that Vinylester resin could be poured into 

what was in effect a mold of the bone STL file as shown in Figure 55. This provided a geometry which was precisely 

the geometry used in the finite element model while also having simple and quantifiable material properties.  

   

Figure 55, 3D Printed Bone Model Filled with Vinylester Resin and Stainless Steel Pipe and Flange. 

The top and bottom plates were made from steel plates that were 11mm thick and 100mm wide Figure 56. The top 

plate was attached to the bone pipe flange through 3 M6 bolts and had a single M12 Hole to attach to the loading 

fixture. The bottom plate was attached to the Instron with a steel pin as shown in the image on the right which was 

connected to the plate through an M12 countersunk bolt. Four M6 bolts were used to attach the socket adapter to 

the bottom plate.  

 

   

Figure 56, Top and Bottom Plates for Socket Test Rig 

 

The laminated socket prepared by the NZALS did not have an adapter laminated into as would be in normal use. 

It was therefore necessary to laminate a new adapter onto the socket to attach the socket to the loading fixture. A 3 
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pronged adapter was prepared with a layer of foam on the underside to stop a large amount of resin being trapped 

in between the adapter and the socket as shown in Figure 57. Six layers of fibreglass cloth were cut into circles with 

a circle cut from the centre which is the prescribed method used by the NZALS to laminate a socket adapter (Allen, 

2016). 

 

   

Figure 57, Socket Adapter with Foam Underneath (Left), Fibreglass Cloth Cut into Circles (Right) 

 

The surface on the distal end was sanded and cleaned with Acetone. Butyl tape was used to seal a vacuum bag 

around the distal end of the socket to enable a wet lay-up to be used to laminate the adapter onto the socket. Two 

layers of fibreglass cloth wetted with resin were placed on top of the distal end and then the adapter and then the 

other four layers of wetted glass with the centre of the adapter still exposed. The bag was sealed and a vacuum of 

50mbar was applied and the excess resin was removed. All of the components of the socket were fabricated and 

ready for testing. 

   

Figure 58, Vacuum on Socket Wet Layup (Left), Final Laminated Socket with Adapter (Right) 
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5.3. Test Rig Finite Element Model 
 

5.3.1. Finite Element Model Mesh 

The Parasolid file prepared in Solidworks was imported into Abaqus CAE. The surfaces of the models which were 

STL files were smoothed using Virtual topology and the models were prepared in the same manner as described in 

section 4.1. In this version of the model however, the bone model was included in the analysis. The bottom plate 

was not included in the analysis as it did not contribute to the loading structure. 

The parts in the assembly were all meshed according to Table 2. Most of the decision making about the type of 

elements used was fairly straightforward and managed by the Abaqus pre-processor however, it was required that 

the limb was meshed using elements with a hybrid formulation. When an incompressible material such as soft tissue 

is meshed with normal elements, very small displacements would create very high internal pressures. Hybrid 

elements are intended for materials with incompressible behaviour because with this formulation the pressure stress 

is treated independently from the displacement solution and coupled through the constitutive theory enabling the 

displacement solution to solve without volumetric locking (Dassault-Systemes, 2017a). A formal mesh convergence 

study was not undertaken, but the mesh density used on important regions were defined based on past modelling 

experience and what produced consistent results. 

Table 2, Geometry Mesh Description, Type and Number of Elements 

Geometry Model Element Type Description  Number of Elements 

Socket Adapter C3D10 10-node quadratic tetrahedron 936 

Bones C3D4 4-node linear tetrahedron 10910 

Limb Soft Tissue C3D4H 4-node hybrid tetrahedron 23337 

Steel Pipe C3D8R 8-node linear brick 320 

Pipe Flange C3D10 10-node quadratic tetrahedron 1021 

Socket S3 3-node triangular general purpose shell 7757 

Top Plate C3D10 10-node quadratic tetrahedron 1624 

 

   

                   

 

 

  

Figure 59, Finite Element Meshes of Geometry use in Socket Test Rig 
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5.3.2. Interaction of Bodies 
 

Most of the interactions between separate bodies in the analysis were defined by tie constraints between the two 

surfaces in contact. The bolted connections were simplified to two partitioned surfaces in complete contact with no 

relative movement between them. The connections were between  

 The adapter and distal end of the socket 

 The outer surface of the bone and the inner surface of the limb 

 The inner surface of the bone and the outer surface of the steel pipe 

 The top end of the steel pipe and the bottom inner face of the pipe flange 

 The flat face of the pipe flange and the bottom surface of the top plate 

The contact between the outer surface of the limb and the inner surface of the socket was defined using the same 

frictional interface as the model described in section 4.2.1. 

 

 

Figure 60, Finite Element Model of Prosthetic Socket Test Rig 
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5.3.3. Material Modelling and Testing 
 

The 3d printed bone was filled with Vinylester resin and was modelled as a linear elastic homogenous material with 

an elastic modulus of 3.4GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. All of the steel components were modelled with a modulus 

of 209GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.35. 

The laminate of the socket provided by the NZALS was prepared for a patient of approximately 75kgs with the 

basic lay-up of the mid-range socket described in Table 1. The laminate was divided into 3 main section A, B, C and 

D as shown in Figure 61. These markings of the laminate regions were used to partition the socket geometry in 

Abaqus to assign different composite lay-ups to each region.   

 

    

Figure 61, Physical Laminated Socket with Different Regions of Laminate Marked Out (Left) Socket Model in Abaqus with Socket Regions 
Partitioned. 

 

There were regions of 30cm overlap between the different regions of the laminate where the glass layers were 

basically doubled. Error! Reference source not found. below show a screen-shot of the composite lay-up built in 

Abaqus to describe region A in the socket laminate. The coordinate system (CSYS) was defined as a discrete 

coordinate system with the normal axis based on the normal of the surface of the socket and primary axis being an 

absolute vector define from in the Z-axis which was longitudinally through the socket. The entire socket was 

assigned the material properties of the composite lay-up including the additional 6 layers of glass added from 

laminating in the socket adapter. 
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The material simulant of soft tissue used in the test rig was ballistic gelatine. This is a common soft tissue simulant 

and has a non-linear stress strain curve much like that of soft tissue (Liu, Jia, Ma, & Fan, 2013). The common 

formulation of which uses gelatine for ballistic purposes include 10% gelatine by weight mixed with water.  Testing 

this gelatine formulation in the socket test rig finite element model lead to a non-convergent solution due to the 

10% gelatine formulation being too compliant. At higher strain rates ballistic gelatine exhibits stiffer behaviour than 

the low speeds used in the socket test set up. A higher ratio of gelatine to water was used for the socket modelling 

which was 60% gelatine by weight. This formulation was much stiffer especially at higher temperatures. In order to 

model this material a hyper-elastic Mooney-Rivlin model was used as described in section 2.4.2. The input for 

defining this material model either with material coefficients or tabular stress strain test data. The coefficients were 

unknown for the require gelatine formulations so testing was carried out to gather uniaxial stress strain data.  

Food grade gelatine powder was mixed into cold water at a ratio of 1:1.68. The water gelatine mixture was heated 

and stirred to enable the gelatine to properly dissolve into the water. The hot mixture was then poured into a 

plastic container, placed into a fridge and allowed to solidify overnight. The mixture was then removed from the 

fridge and testing was carried out at 20 degrees Celsius. These test conditions were kept the same as the ones 

carried out for the socket testing. Cylindrical samples were cut from the container with a diameter of 28mm and a 

height of 22mm as shown in  

 

 

 

. The samples were then placed in an Instron 5567 load testing machine and compressed uniaxially as shown in the 

right image.  

 

Table 3, Composite Layup Taken From Abaqus Model 
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Figure 62, Samples Cut from Gelatine Block (Left) Uniaxial Compression Test of Gelatine Sample (Right) 

 

The raw stress strain data was exported into Excel sheets and averaged for the range of testing. The stress was 

modified to be calculated from the changing shape due to Poisson’s ratio.  

A finite element model of the uniaxial compression test was then created to check the validity of the material model 

against experimental data.  Three bodies were included in the analysis the gelatine sample and the top and bottom 

loading plates. The loading plates were defined as shell bodies and meshed with 154 R3D3 elements which are 4-

node 3D rigid quadrilaterals which cannot sustain any deformation. The gelatine sample was meshed with 18,679 

C3D8RH elements which are 8-node brick linear elements with a hybrid formulation to enable the nearly 

incompressible material to deform. Figure 63 shows the layout of the assembly of the three bodies included in the 

analysis and their mesh.  

 

 

Figure 63, Finite Element Mesh of Gelatine Sample Uniaxial Compression Testing 
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The bottom plate was completely constrained with an Encastre boundary condition and the top plate was 

constrained in every degree of freedom except the loading axis. The top and bottom surfaces of the gelatine sample 

were connected to the rigid plates using a tie constraint, meaning the nodes on each surface could not move relative 

to each other and were effectively bonded. This was considered a reasonable approximation because the 

deformation of the gelatine during testing did not create large amounts of relative movement in the top or bottom 

surfaces. An additional interaction that was added into the simulation was a surface to surface contact between the 

outer cylindrical surface of the gelatine and the upper and lower surfaces of the loading plates. When the gelatine 

undergoes large deformations the outer cylinder deforms so much that it comes into contact with the loading plates 

and if there was no means of creating a contact between these surfaces the gelatine would deform irregularly as 

shown in Figure 64. 

 

 

Figure 64, Top Surface of Gelatine Model with no Interaction Between Outer Cylinder Surface and Loading Plates 

 

The validation of the hyper-elastic material model was carried out by finding a load in the experimental test data 

results and finding the corresponding deformation. The load used was 30N and the associated deformation was 

7.48mm. The results for displacement in the Z axis when a 30N load is applied to the top plate of the model is 

shown in Figure 65, the top plate is hidden from the results. The maximum deformation in the model is shown to 

be 7.40mm this is a slight under prediction of the experimental results which may be due to the simplified boundary 

condition on the top and bottom of the plates making the gelatine appear more stiff than it really is. Regardless the 

model predicts deformations within 2% of experimental data which is a satisfactory result and the tabular data is 

acceptably accurate to be used in the socket model.  

 

Figure 65, Displacement Results of Uniaxial Gelatine Compression Finite Element Model 
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5.4. Testing and Results  
 

5.4.1. Strain Gauge Installation 

 The gauges used to measure strain on the prosthetic socket in this test rig were the ZHIPU MF350-3AA strain 

gauge sensor module. This is a strain gauge module that includes an amplifier unit and Wheatstone bridge. The 

modules were interfaced with an Arduino Mega 2560 which was coded to take the analogue 0 – 3.3V output signal 

from the module and convert that to a digital strain measurement. There were 7 modules installed onto the socket 

in total and these were connected to the Arduino via shielded signal cable. There was also a 100μF electrolytic 

capacitor connected from each of the sensor signal outputs to ground. In this circuit the capacitor acts as a low-

pass filter to filter out high frequency noise in the electrical signal. 

        

Figure 66, Strain Gauge Sensing Module (Left) Arduino Microcontroller and Data Acquisition Circuit (Right) 

Because of the irregular materials and geometry caused by laminating in the socket adapter, stress and strain results 

in the distal end of the socket were omitted from this round of testing. The FEA images in Figure 67 below show 

the laminate strains in ply 11 which is the outer most ply located in the distal section (see Figure 15). These results 

from the FE model were used to determine the positions of the strain gauges during testing. The contours in red 

represent the ply being in tension and blue in compression. Strain gauges were glued onto the surface of the socket 

either horizontally or vertically and their positions were determined by the areas of high strain in the model. The 

strain gauge positions can be seen in the right image. 

 

Figure 67, Strain Results for Socket FEA Model in Ply 11 Axial (Left) and Hoop (SynergyRehabilitationCentre) Directions and Positions of 
Strain Gauge Modules on Socket With Channel Numbers (Right) 
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5.4.2. Rig Preparation and Set-up 
The gelatine for the socket test rig was prepared the night before in the same method as described in section 5.3.3. 

In order to locate the bone in the correct position a cover was 3d printed to fit over the socket and hold the bone 

while sealing against the edge of the socket with Blu-tac as shown in Figure 68. 

 

Figure 68, Socket with 3D Printed Gelatine Mould 

 

Once the gelatine was poured into the socket it was left in a fridge to set overnight to be tested the next day. The 

mold was removed and the flange on the bone attached to the top plate. The socket test rig was then placed into an 

Instron 5567 to be load tested. The bottom plate was fixed straight into the base of the Instron and the top plate 

was connected to the loading crosshead through a universal joint as shown in Figure 69.  

  

Figure 69, Top Plate Connected to Crosshead Through Universal Joint (Left) Bottom Plate Connected to Instron Base Though Steel Pin 
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The data acquisition used for testing was PLX-DAQ, which is a free software add-in for Microsoft Excel and 

acquires data from microcontrollers through serial USB channels (Parallax-Inc., 2014). The strain data from the 

seven gauges was sampled at approximately 1Hz. The Instron Test Method was set to load the specimen in 

compression up to 944N with a crosshead speed of 1mm/min. A total of 3460 samples were taken across the entire 

test. 

 

 

Figure 70, Socket During Testing 

 

During testing the maximum load reached was 500N before the bottom of the bone penetrated through the gelatine 

and was in direct contact with the bottom of the socket. Therefore, the data able to be used for validation of the 

model was only that under 450N. The gelatine material testing and socket testing were carried out on the same day 

so the performance of the test rig could not be predicted before testing. When the correct material properties of the 

gelatine were used in the socket model the solution did not converge for load above 650N.  
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5.4.3. Results 
 

Out of the seven strain gauges that were glued onto the socket only 3 were able to capture meaningful results. The 

other gauges measured very low strain which was also predicted in the model.  Only gauges 5,6 and 7 were able to 

capture strain information (Figure 72). It can be seen from the strain results graph in Figure 71 that only a few 

gauges measured actual strain and the rest did not measure much at all. All of the gauges tended to drift slightly 

which may have been a consequence of their manufacture or the changing temperature of the socket over the 

30minute test. 

 

 

Figure 71, Strain Data for All Gauges Over Entire Socket Test 

  

Accounting for the drift in each individual sensor can be done by subtracting the final strain value in a relaxed state 

from max strain value. This provides the peak measured strain value under 450N load. Strain gauge six appears to 

be in a saturated state, the type of gauges used have a measurements range of up to 1200 microstrain so saturation 

would not be expected at these levels of strain. It is possible that gauge six reached saturation, however there does 

not appear to be sufficient information to be able to make an evidence based judgement. The signal coming from 

gauge six includes a lot less noise than that of gauge   This 450N load was applied to the finite element model of 

the test rig and the probed strain values are compared to the experimental data in Table 4 below. The predicted 

strain values at gauges six and seven are within less than 7% of the experimentally measure data. Gauge number 5 

is under predicted by the model by 44%. This inconsistency is likely to be cause by the alignment of the top plate 

in the test rig.  

 

Table 4, Strain Results Comparison of Experimental and Modelled Values 

Gauge Number Experimental Finite Element Model % Difference 

5 365 420 15% 

6 -420 -250 48% 

7 210 220 4.5% 
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Figure 72, Positions of Strain Gauges on Finite Element Model of Socket, Ply 11 Hoop Stress (Left) Ply 11 Axial Stress (Right) 

When looking at the strain field in the left image of Figure 72 it can be seen that there is three main regions of strain 

in the hoop direction. The central region measured by gauge five is in tension and the two adjacent regions are in 

compression. A possible explanation for this behaviour is that the load on the top loading plate creates a moment 

through the bone. This moment causes the bone to be forced out onto the surface, the region of the socket laminate 

in tension is being directly loaded by this movement on the bone. Compressions is seen on the inner surface and 

tension on the outer. The regions around this area of tension are in compression on the outside and tension on the 

inside which suggests the socket is deforming to take the shape of an oval.  

The strain field in the axial direction is show in the right image in Figure 72. The basic structure of the socket in this 

load case is basically for one side to be in tension and the other to be in compression. This is an overall bending of 

the entire socket structure in the axial direction. The strain field in the outer ply of the other laminates is shown in 

Figure 73.  The tension in the axial direction can be seen through the entire structure of the socket.  
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Figure 73, Axial Strain in Ply-14 

Reasonable differences in the predicted and measured results of the strain exist. One explanation for this is possibly 

that the hoop strain in the socket is very sensitive to the position of the bone and the angle at which the load is 

applied.  

The universal joint connecting the top plate and the Instron crosshead had a limited angle of use. The angle of the 

plate had to be manipulated such that the universal joint could fit into the connection displayed in Figure 74. This 

changed the angle of load acting on the bone which may have led to the angle which the bone exerts a force on the 

wall of the socket. This would have forced the bone further to the back wall of the socket which may explain why 

the experimentally measured strain is higher than the model predicted in this area. In addition to the change in angle 

of the top plate, the angle of the plate in reference to the horizontal plane and the test set-up use meant that the 

load from the Instron may not have been completely vertical. The loading vector likely has some horizontal 

components to it. 

 

 

 

 

Modelled 

Test load line 

Actual Test 

load line 

Figure 74, Actuation of Load Lines, Theoretical and Actual 
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After testing, the model was referred to, to experiment with model set-ups that might more closely approximate 

the physical testing.  The angle of the top plate was changed and horizontal vectors were added to the loading 

vector. This revealed that these two modelling parameters effect the strain field in the regions of gauge five and 

six significantly. The variations in strain as a result of changing these modelling parameters can affect the 

simulated strain results to be above and below the experimental data, however it is difficult to get all of the 

measured values to agree at the same time. These values are very sensitive and the position of the gauges will 

affect their data collection. Regardless, it can be said that the finite element model predicts the same strain field in 

the socket laminate as the experimental data. It predicts the right proportions of tension and compression in 

critical areas of the socket laminate, however these results are very sensitive to the test set up.  

A limitation of this model is the specificity of input parameters and the output sensitivity. It may be possible to 

say that the loading conditions of prosthetic sockets are so varied that what is important to see in a socket model 

used to predict the strength or stiffness of a socket is the correct strain field with appropriate orientation a 

magnitude. This model successfully does this however sensitivity of the test set up has caused some misalignment 

in the data. Regardless, this model predicts strain within 20% in critical areas of the socket laminate and given the 

complex nature of the structural behaviour of a prosthetic socket and the varied ways in which they will be loaded 

this model can be used to make general conclusions about the material properties of a socket on a structural level.    
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The manufacture and design of prosthetic sockets was researched in this thesis.  The manufacturing processes used 

by the New Zealand Artificial Limb Service to make sockets was investigated and the material properties of the 

laminates used were quantified. These properties were compared to the theoretical properties which could be 

produced by a new long fibre printing method. This comparison formed the design criteria of the long fibre 3d 

printing method which was developed in the research project Additive Manufacture of Composite Materials 

alongside the research in this thesis.  

Tensile testing was carried out on the output of the long fibre extruder. When these results are compared to the 

experimentally validated tensile properties of the NZALS sockets, the strength properties of the long fibre printer 

far exceed the strength and stiffness properties of the laminates that are currently used to make sockets. This 

provides promising evidence that the printing method has the capability to produce prosthetic sockets.  

A finite element methodology for modelling the stress response of prosthetic socket laminates was also developed 

in this research. A model of a residual limb within a socket was created from STL files made the 3d scan of a limb 

of a trans-tibial amputee. The first model created was developed to assess the methods used in socket modelling. 

This model produced results consistent with other research based FEA models and provided confidence in the 

methodology used to move forward with a model which could be experimentally validated. 

Another model was developed using an STL file of a residual limb. The NZALS provided this STL file in addition 

to a laminated socket with the same geometry. The STL file was used to create a finite element model to assess the 

structural response of a prosthetic socket under load. The socket model assembly was based on the test rig set-up 

designated by ISO 10328. A physical test rig was constructed in the same manner as the simulated socket assembly 

and was used to validate the accuracy of the finite element model.  The model produced strain results that were 

relatively consistent with the experimental strain measurements, with possible errors caused by slight differences 

between the model and test rig set up.  

The material properties of socket laminates used by the NZALS have been quantified and compared to the output 

of the long fibre extruder which is under development at the University of Auckland. The strength and stiffness 

properties of the long fibre printer far exceed the performance of the laminates used to make prosthetic sockets.  

A Finite Element Model has been developed to test the performance of prosthetic sockets and has been validated 

against experimental data. This model can now be used as a tool to work with the NZALS to further refine their 

socket lamination methods. The mechanical properties of socket laminates can now be quantified and compared 

such that more informed decisions can be made to improve current socket lamination practice. This modelling 

procedure also enables new materials created with 3d printing to be evaluated against current material systems to 

provide prosthetists and amputees more confidence in emerging digital manufacturing methods. 

Recommendations for Future Work 
Quantifying the material properties of the parts produced by the long fibre extruder have validated the ability of 

the printing method to produce prosthetic sockets that exceed that performance of the ones typically distributed 

in New Zealand. It is recommended that the development of the long fibre printing method for prosthetics 

continue. 

The finite element model developed in this thesis has been validated using a fibreglass socket laminate made by 

the NZALS. This model can be used at the discretion of the NZALS as a tool to develop their knowledge on 

socket laminates and to refine their lamination methods.  

The socket finite element model can also be recreated using a 3d printed laminate in order to assess the structural 

properties of sockets produced using the printing method. The long fibre printing method offers a large degree of 

design freedom and laminate optimisation of this method will be a significant amount of research that has the 

potential to yield efficient 3d printed composite parts.    
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APPENDIX 
 

Instron Test Report for 4 Ply Glass Tensile Test 
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Instron Test Report for 4 Ply Glass Flexural Test 
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Stress Strain Plots taken from carbon fibre tow testing  
Note: Not all data included 
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Strain Gauge Calibration 
 

During the testing of the socket the ZHIPU MF350-3AA was used. This is a $5 gauge and its quality was 

questionableso the quality of the gauge was investigated by creating a test rig using a cantilevered bar. The 

dimensions of the bar were measured and the material properties used were that of 6061-T6 Aluminium. A finite 

element model of the bar was created and load and displacement simulations were conducted.  Classical beam theory 

was also used to validate the model. The physical test rig was created in the same way as the model. Weight and 

displacement was added incrementally and the data plotted. The main findings are that $5 strain gauges can prove 

accurate enough for some measurement purposes if informed care is taken with calibration and signal noise control 

using decoupling capacitors.  

Lengthwise Strain Results – E33 

 

 

Vertical Displaceent Results – U2 
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Load test set-up with 985g weight 
 

 

 

Load Test Results 
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Displacement test set-up with Dial Test Indicator 
 

 

 

Displacement Test Results 
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